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Fair-)y Chilly
Today: Partly cloudy and breezy. hi
60°, winds NW 10-20 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy. low 35°
winds NW 10-15 mph.
Saturday: Variable cloudiness and
cool, hi 54°, low 35', winds NW
10-20 mph. •
Sunday: Partly sunny, hi 58°. low
37°.
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THIS
WEEK
The Blue Jays continue
their climb in the polls to
number 2 after an ex-
citing win over North
Carolina, 6-5, in a con-
summate defensive strug-
gle. The starting defense
of Pietramala and De-
Tommaso shut down the
Tar Heels for four
quarters in the Jays' fifth
victory. See Sports, page
27.

When in the course of
campus events...Yes, in-
deed, it's Spring Fair time
again. Enjoy life, liberty,
and the pursuit of good
food. And don't forget to
stop by the N-L booth on
the Lower Quad to buy
your "Man with the
Tan" posters, Blue Jay
Hands, and free Lacrosse
previews.

in honor of Israel's 40th
anniversary as a free
state, several Israeli scien-
tists gathered at Hopkins
last week to present their
latest scientific ac-
complishments. Read
about it in Science, page
25.
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LIBERTY '88

News-Letter file

Preparing for the balloon launch that opens every Spring Fair. Each year,
hundreds of Baltimore schoolchildren assist in the liftoff of approximately
3,000 balloons. Once again, as she has for the past few years, WMAR
news anchor Sally Thorner will lead the opening ceremonies.

Dozens contend
for SC positions

Student Council elections are
upon the campus again.
Forty-one students are vying

for the twenty-one available posi-
tions in student government.
Primary elections will take

place Tuesday, April 19 from 8
a.m. to midnight in the Milton S.
Eisenhower Library. Run-off
elections will be held Tuesday,
April 26 at the same time and
place.
The classes of 1989, 1990, and

1991 may vote for a president,
vice president, secretary,
treasurer, and three represen-
tatives for their classes. A can-
didate must receive a majority of
the votes, write-ins included, to
be elected.

Running unopposed for the
Class of 1989 presidency is Stu-
dent Council President Scott Fit-
zGerald. No one is running for
senior class vice president or
secretary, so the new deadline for
the submission of petitions for
those positions is tomorrow at
noon in the Student Council
office.
Running for senior class

treasurer are Jon Budelmann,
Junior Class Treasurer Deborah
Krauss, and Chris McCormick.
In the race for SC representa-
tive are Junior Class Represen-
tative Ty Hyderally and Mike
McGinnis. Petitions for can-

"Liberty '88: A Fair Heard Round the World."
Well, perhaps not, but for the hundreds of
students who have devoted much time and energy
to the preparation of this year's Spring Fair,
a calling of the world's attention may be in order.
Each year, over 100,000 visitors flock to the

Homewood campus for a weekend of festivities,
including arts and crafts exhibitions, food, beer,
soda, children's rides, an 8-K run, and many other
forms of entertainment.
The success of a Fair depends on the efforts of

those who create it and, as any junior or senior can

attest, the cooperation of the weather. The forecast
at press time calls for generally sunny but cool

weather for this year's Fair, a blessing for those
who have been hoping for no rain, and perhaps a
teensy problem for those students and
administrators warm-blooded enough to be dunked

in the Junior Class Dunking Booth, a popular

annual fixture at Fairs past.
As in the past, the News-Letter is devoting much

of its coverage this week to Spring Fair. Articles
appear in the news, features, and arts sections. A
complete listing appears below, and a map of the

Fair appears on the back page.
So whether you are a regular reader or are

reading this paper for the first time (think what
you've missed), we hope you enjoy our coverage of

the Fair, as well as the Fair itself.
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Stephanie Weissman selected
to become new Young Trustee
by Weijen Chang

The Board of Trustees notified
Student Council Vice President
Stephanie Weissman on Tuesday
that she had been chosen as this
year's Young Trustee. The action
follows Monday's meeting of the
Board of Trustees, at which
Weissman's selection was recom-
mended by the Board of Trustees
Nominating Committee.
"Everybody was so qualified

that I was surprised, I really
was," said Weissman. "There
was just no way of knowing
which one of us was going to be
chosen."
Weissman was chosen from a

field of five candidates after a

selection process that included a
primary election involving seven-
teen candidates, a run-off election
thzt narrowed the field to five,
and interviews with the
nominating committee.
Weissman commented,

however, that she was not com-
pletely satisfied with the selection
process.
"In terms of being nominated

by the students, I think that's
great," she said. "In terms of in-
terviews [by the Board of
Trustees Nominating Commit-
tee], I got the feeling that they
could have been a little longer."
Weissman also said she was

uncertain as to exactly what she
plans to do once on the Board.

"The honest truth is. .1 only
have a sketchy knowledge of
what does come before the Board,
and so I really know that I'm not
going to be able to walk in there
and say, 'I'm here, I'm a student,
do this,— she said. "It's a very
set-up system and I think it'll be
a while before I have the oppor-
tunity to say anything."
Weissman said, however, that

she thought her presence on the
Board of Trustees will help insure
the students' considerations are
not overlooked in one major issue
that is facing the board, the deficit
of the School of Arts and
Sciences.

See ELECTIONS, 2 See WEISSMAN, 2
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Elections
to be held
Tuesday

ELECTIONS, from 1

didates interested in filling the
third position will be accepted at
the Council office until the above
deadline.
Running for the Class of 1990

presidency are Darryl Flaherty,
Sophomore Class Representative
Sue Fox, and Andrea Rose. Con-
tending for the class's vice
presidency are Beth Coffey, Ven-
sive Lamb, Richard Park, and
Laura Smith.

In the race for Class of 1990
secretary are Grace Gonzalez
and Bill Henry. Class Treas-
urer Audrey Gedachian is runn-
ing unopposed to retain her posi-
tion. Candidates for represen-
tative include Jay Calkins, Jeff-
rey DeCagna, Efrem Epstein,
Sophomore Class Representative
Maureen Gale, Petrina Hsi, and
Suzanne McLaughlin.
Those in the race for the Class

of 1991's presidency include in-
cumbent Larry Greenberg,
Representative Christian Reutter,
and Arthur Yoon.
Running for vice president are

Walter Chun, Representative
Suzanne Muller, and Bob Nelson.
Cindy Quan is running unoppos-
ed for the secretary position.
Competing for the spot of
treasurer are Ted Greenberg and
Shari Zuskin.

Finally, the largest field of
candidates for Council posi-
tions comprises those running
for the three sophomore class
representative positions. They
are: Class of 1991 Representa-
tive Jennifer Blank, Theresa
Cho, Freshman Class Treasurer
Jennifer Haberlen, Andrew
Kanter, Jonathan Kurtz, Munia
Mitra, Sara Rabinowitz, Manish
Shah, Michele Wolf, and Ken
Wong.

CORRECTION
Included the article last

week about the penalties
levelled against the Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Tau Epsilon Phi
fraternities was a statement
that senior Steve Basta was
resigning as president of the
,Intrafraternity Council. In ac-
tuality, his term had expired.
We regret the error.

Richard Bell

Student Council Vice President Stephanie Weissman will begin serving

a four year term as Young Trustee.

Board of Trustees
chooses Weissman

WEISSMAN, from 1

"That is a part where as a
Trustee, I'll have more say in the
matter, or at least how things are
going to be over the next four
years," she said. "I hope to do
the best I can to make sure that
tuition doesn't go up X numbers
of dollars—I mean, all these
things are factors in this issue."
Weissman also said she has

strong opinions about the recent
University decision to create a
director of student services posi-
tion underneath that of the
academic deans.
"I was not really too fond

about the whole idea," said
Weissman, who, with Student
Council President Scott Fitz-
Gerald, met with University
President Steven Muller earlier
this month to discuss this issue.
"I'd really like to make sure

thai if this position goes through,
that students have a say in the
selection of this person," she

said. "If this person doesn't get
along with the students, it could
be serious. I think it could set stu-
dent services back eons."
Weissman said she plans to at-

tend George Washington Univer-
sity Law School next year, to
which she has already been of-
fered admission.
"I'm thinking of going there

because I'm going to be really
close," she said. "To be a really
active member of the Board, you
have to be close, otherwise you
just come to the major meetings.
And from what I understand,
more gets done at the committee
meetings than at the major
meetings."
During her four years at

Hopkins, Weissman has been
sophomore class representative,
undergraduate representative to
the Library Advisory Committee,
Spring Fair Entertainment co-
chair and theme co-chair, and
Student Council vice president.

THE CHRONICLE 

Dartmouth president blasts journal
for 'poisoning' college's atmosphere
by Michelle N-K Collison.

Copyright 1988, The Chronicle of
Higher Education. Reprinted with
permission.

HANOVER, N.H.

The president of Dartmouth Col-
lege, James 0. Freedman, in office
for only nine months, last week ac-
cused staff members of a conservative
student newspaper, which has receiv-
ed national attention for its criticisms
of minorities, women, and homosex-
uals, of "poisioning the intellectual
environment of the campus."
Mr. Freedman spoke during an

emotional faculty meeting at which he
called the deeds of staff members of
the Dartmouth Review "irresponsi-
ble, mean-spirited, cruel and ugly."
The president's remarks came in

the wake of a confrontation in
February between four staff members
of the Review and William S. Cole,
a professor of music, who is black.
The incident prompted charges of

racism from minority groups on the
campus and cries from the Review
that its First Amendment rights were
being violated.
A disciplinary committee charged

the four students with harassing the
professor. Three of them were

suspended and the fourth was put on
probation.
Mr. Freedman's statement, which

received a standing ovation from
faculty members, marked a change
for the college's administration,
which had previously ignored the ac-
tions of the Review in the hope that
the controversies would subside.
The Review's actions have proved

troubling for a college that has

historically had difficulty attracting a

diverse faculty and student body.

Applications Declined

Dartmouth has pledged that it will

increase the proportion of
undergraduate women to 50 per cent

in the near future. Women currently

make up 39 per cent of the student
body. Members of minority groups
compose 12 per cent of all students.

Applications from minority-group
members decreased two years ago

after students, most of them affiliated
with the Review, destroyed shanties

put up by students opposed to the col-
lege's investments in South Africa-
related companies. This year, ap-
plications from women are up 13 per
cent and those from blacks are up 26
per cent over last year's figures.

In the statement, Mr. Freedman
said he had to respond to a
"newspaper [that] maliciously
engages in bullying tactics that seem
virtually designed to have the effect

of discouraging women and members
of minority groups from joining our
faculty or enrolling as students."

In an interview, Mr. Freedman
said he felt it was "essential that a
Dartmouth president, after eight
years of the Dartmouth Review being
here, speak out on the question of
civility of their language and of the
intolerance of their approach."
Mr. Freedman said his speech had

made it "legitimate to criticize the
Dartmouth Review." "Faculty
members don't have to cower
anymore."
Mr. Cole, in an interview,

welcomed the president's statement.
"There was no institutional support
before," Mr. Cole said. "I was
waiting for some kind of leadership,
I was waiting for someone to speak
out against the harassment."
But Mr. Cole said he was not

satisfied with the punishment of the
Review staffers, whom he called ar-
rogant, disrespectful, and contemp-
tuous. "They should have been kick-
ed out."

What characterizes an excellent professor?

Copyright 1988, The Chronicle of Higher Education. Reprinted
with permission.

As part of its teaching and learning project, a committee of pro-
fessors and administrators at Miami-Dade Community College set
out to identify the "core of fundamental characteristics" that define
classroom excellence for a faculty member.
The list has yet to be approved formally, but so far committee

members agree that excellent professors.:

1. Are enthusiastic about their work.
2. Set challenging performance goals for themselves.
3. Set challenging performance goals for students.
4. Are committed to education as a profession.
5. Project a positive attitude about students' ability to learn.
6. Display behavior consistent with professional standards.

7. See students as individuals operating in a broader perspective
beyond the classroom.

8. Treat students with respect.
9. Are available to students.
10. Listen attentive!), to what students say 

Ii. Are responsive to student needs.
12. Give corrective feedback promptly to students.
13. Are fair in their evaluations of student progress

14. Present ideas clearly.
15. Respect diverse talents.
16. Create a climate conducive to learning.
17. Work collaboratively with colleagues.
18. Are knowledgeable about their work.
19. Integrate current subject matter into their work.
20. Provide perspectives that include a respect for diverse views.

21. Do their work in a well-prepared manner.

22. Do their work in a well-organized manner.
23. Are knowledgeable about how students learn.
24. Provide students with alternative ways of learning.
25. Stimulate intellectual curiosity.
26. Encourage independent thinking.
27. Provide cooperative learning opportunites for students.
28. Encourage students to be analytical listeners.
29. Give consideration to feedback from students and others.

30. Provide clear and substantial evidence that students have
learned.

Since it was founded in 1980, the
Review has been a visible and signifi-
cant presence not only at Dartmouth
but nationwide, where it is viewed as
a training ground for new conser-
vative thinkers. Some of its alumni
have taken prestigious jobs in govern-
ment, in conservative think tanks, and
in the media.

Support from National Funds

The newspaper has also received
financial support from national con-
servative foundations. Patrick
Buchanan, a columnist and former
Reagan Administration official, and
William Rusher, editor of the Na-
tional Review, serve on the
newspaper's advisory board.
The newpaper has become so well

known that although it is not affiliated
with the college, many mistakenly
regard it as the campus newspaper.
The official student newspaper is the
Daily Dartmouth.
The Review's status has made Dart-

mouth's administration a lightning
rod for conservatives. The Wall
Street Journal and the Washington
Times have published editorials in
support of the students involved in the
Cole incident, as have a number of
influential conservative columnists
and politicians.

Last week, the Heritage Founda-
tion, a conservative Washington think
tank, held a special session to address
the freedom-of-speech issue at
Dartmouth.
"This is not just a typical student

newspaper," Dwight Lahr, dean of
the faculty at Dartmouth said in an
interview. The newspaper "takes on
a presence far in excess of the frac-
tion of students who support it."
"And its views are echoed around

the country," he added.
Members of the Dartmouth Review

say they are being attacked because
they work for a conservative
newpaper and not because their ac-
tions are excessive.
Chris Whitman, the newly elected

editor of the Review, said he was
"shocked" by Mr. Freedman's
speech. "He just doesn't like the
voice of the Review because we're not
afraid to take on professors and ad-

See DARTMOUTH, 3
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HOP Director DiLeo resigns,
avoids possible impeachment
SC reviews SAC Seals selection process
by Gregory W. Fortsch

The resignation of John DiLeo
from the position of director of
the Hopkins Organization for
Programming was the main topic
of discussion at Wednesday
night's Student Council meeting.
President Scott FitzGerald began
the meeting with the announce-
ment that sophomore Unice
Lieberman will be replacing
DiLeo. DiLeo's resignation was
prompted by a threat of impeach-
ment from the Student Council on
the grounds that DiLeo missed
too many meetings. FitzGerald
noted that this instance was the
first effective use of the Council's
attendance policy.
The Council next discussed the

SAC seals that accompany
graduates' degrees. Each year,
students nominate those seniors
who they think have made a
signficant contribution to the
Hopkins community. Nomina-
tions are made by submitting
names to the Student Activities
Office, where the selection pro-
cess takes place. Following this
procedure, the Student Council
votes on and approves the list of
names submitted by the Student
Activities Commission.
The controversy centers around

the selection process, in which

many of the nominations are
thrown out by the SAC board,
potentially hurting some students'
feelings.

FitzGerald explained that the
Council, as in the past, does not
wish to get in the middle of this
dispute and would rather not con-
sider it. After the meeting, many
officers expressed the need for an
improvement of the selection pro-
cess itself.
Council also discussed recent

sanctions against the Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Tau Epsilon Phi
fraternities, as well as current
issues about Greek life at
Hopkins. Steve Basta, former
president of the Interfraternity
Council, was present at the
meeting to give a brief statement
and answer questions.

Basta explained that the frater-
nities' national organiations
brought actions against Sig Ep
and TEP. Nationals will be at-
tempting to make TEP a smaller,
stronger organization, while Sig
Ep will ideally start anew. Basta
noted that former Sig Ep brothers
will probably not be able to app-
ly for readmission.

Sig Ep's temporary closing was
caused by poor management and
financial problems, while TEP's
suspension was provoked by an
incident that occurred during this

year's pledge period in which a
pledge placed his hands on a
woman's breasts as he interpreted
the instructions of his pledge task.
During the meeting, FitzGerald

also announced and congratulated
this year's Young Trustee,
Stephanie Weissman, vice presi-
dent of the Student Council.

Also at the meeting:
FitzGerald asked for class

representatives to speak on up-
coming events.
The senior class is sponsoring

a "blow-out picnic" for the Class
of 1988 on May 22, while the
junior class is preparing a dunk-
ing booth for Spring Fair.
On April 21, the sophomore

class is having a barbecue party.
The freshmen class announced its
plans for an end-of-the-year par-
ty on April 29. Class President
Larry Greenberg said that the
class's recent evening at Piz-
zApeel was a great success.
lo'The Council expressed its en-
dorsement of the Save the
Children volleyball tournament to
be held at Spring Fest on May I.
The IFC has agreed to pledge
$1500 if each fraternity follows
through by creating a team to
compete. Each participant must
find fifteen sponsors who will
pledge a dollar or more on behalf
of Save the Children.

Dartmouth president attacks
conservative student journal

DARTMOUTH, from 2

ministrators," said Mr. Whitman, a
junior. "We're the only voice at
Dartmouth that the administration
can't water down."
Mr. Freedman said in his state-

ment, however, that the Review
case was not a matter of freedom of
speech. He repeatedly reaffirmed the
college's commitment to freedom of
expression, including speech "that
expresses unpopular, obnoxious,
even detestable, points of view."
John Sutter, one of the four

students penalized by Dartmouth,
said at the Heritage Foundation last
week that he and his colleagues had
been punished because the college did
not agree with their views. "It
became readily apparent. . . that we
weren't on trial for disorderly con-
duct, harassment, and invasion of
privacy," he said. "We were on trial
because we were Dartmouth Review
journalists who had the temerity to
challenge the orthodoxy of Dart-
mouth College.
"I didn't do anything wrong," Mr.

Sutter said. "The college did. The
president did. The college suspend-
ed me for six terms because a pro-
fessor chose to commit assault and
battery on me."

Professors Cite Intimidation

Many of those at the Dartmouth
faculty meeting thanked the president
for his statements. Marysa Navarro,
associate dean of the faculty for the
social sciences, wept as she said: "It
has been very hard to live at Dart-
mouth throughout the period that the
Dartmouth Review has been
publishing. And I want to thank you
for being able to say what no one has
been willing or able to say."

She added: "I was attacked by
them and nobody could defend any
of us the way you defended us
today."
Other faculty members spoke out

last week about an atmosphere of in-
timidation that they said the Review
had created on the campus.
Edward Brown, a professor of

mathematics, cited Mr. Cole's case
"as a highly public and consistent
series of attacks that serves to in-
timidate us all. I see it happening dai-
ly. Even in our classrooms we are
tempted to censor our words."

Said Hoyt Alverson, professor of
anthropology: "I think people were
afraid the Review goon squad would
come to their class and they might
make some slip and it would be all
over the front pages of the
newspaper."
The Cole incident is the latest in

what critics charge is the Review's
campaign to return to the "old Dart-
mouth, a bastion of white upper-class
males," as Jon Appleton, a professor
of music, put it.
The Review also published a list of

members of the homosexual student
organizations on campus.
The Cole incident began when The

Review printed an article that called
"American Music in Oral Tradi-
tion," Mr. Cole's class, "one of
Dartmouth's most academically defi-
cient courses."
The article contained partial

transcripts of one of Mr. Cole's lec-
tures and of a phone call that Review
staffers made to Mr. Cole, all of
which were recorded without his
consent.
Review staff members later went to

Mr. Cole's class with a tape recorder
and camera to get Mr. Cole to res-
pond to the article. The incident ap-
parently ended with Mr. Cole and

Review staffers yelling at each other
and Mr. Cole grabbing at a camera
being held by one of the students.
A college disciplinary panel found

the students guilty of disprderly con-
duct, harassment and invasion of
privacy. A separate panel composed
of Dartmouth faculty members said
Mr. Cole was not guilty of "unduly
aggressive behavior— toward the
students.
Mr. Cole has long been a target of

the Review's barbs. Five years ago,
a similar article about him prompted
the professor to file a libel suit against
the newspaper. The lawsuit was later
dropped.
"He was an easy target for the

Review to pick on," said Mr. Ap-
pleton, the professor of music. "He's
black. He teaches a class about non-
Western music, and he talks a lot
about race and politics."
Mr. Freedman did not mention Mr.

Cole by name, but said in his speech
that "the qualifications and standing
of members of this faculty are not
decided by ideological provocateurs
posing as journalists."
The newspaper has been on a

crusade to improve Dartmouth's
academic standards, which it says are
being eroded by courses on non-
Western culture and women's
studies. In February, Mr. Sutter, one
of the Review students who was
suspended, wrote an article announ-
cing the results of a "literacy poll"
the paper conducted.
"Many Dartmouth students remain

ignorant of literature, history, current
events, geography, and the constitu-
tion," he wrote. "Listening to bongo
drums with Bill Cole will not save us.
American higher education can only
be saved with a thorough grounding
in Western culture."

What if you
don't get into

the school of
your choice? •
Of course, you may get into some other

school, but why settle? Prepare for the
admissions exam you're facing — be it SAT,
ACT. LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT, or others —
with the best test prep company. Stanley H.
Kaplan

For 50 years, Kaplan's test-taking tech-
niques have prepared over one million
students, boosting their scoring power and
test confidence.
So call Kaplan Why go to just any school,

when you can go to the one you want?

Other courses for:
NTE, NCLEX, and more.

Call days. evenings, and weekends.

3121 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, Md.
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Spring Fair

Liberty '88

Interview:
Fair chairs
speak out

Spring Fair Chairs Jonathan
Siegel, Jennifer Stahl, and
Carolyn Willis took time out from
their busy schedule Tuesday even-
ing to talk with the News-Letter
about the Spring Fair. They even
got dressed for the occasion (look
at that picture). Here goes:

N-L:In terms of student in-
volvement, community involve-
ment, financial solvency, and
overall smoothness, how suc-
cessful will this year's Fair be
relative to past Fairs?

Willis: It will be very suc-
cessful in terms of finances. We
have tons of student involvement.
Siegel: Community

involvement.
Willis: And new activities.

We're publicizing a lot
throughout the community in
terms of ads and postering.

Siegel: One good thing we do
with the community is that we send
things to a lot of community
groups like synagogues, chur-
ches, Kiwanis Club, or things like
that. We sent notices and press
releases to try to get them involv-
ed. We have lots of community
involvement, not to mention the
non-profit groups which come
f.om all different things.

Stahl: One new thing is the
Midway Games, because if stu-
dent groups couldn't get a beer or
soda booth, they could apply for
a Midway Games booth, and we
have about four or five groups
doing that. We also have a lot of
nighttime incentives to bring all
the groups together. We have a
contest between three different
divisions of groups, between
dorms, Greeks, and SAC groups.
All you have to do is show up at
nighttime entertainment, sign
your name in a ledger, and the
group with the most proportion of
people per group gets a prize.
N-L: Were there any major un-

foreseen problems or successes in
preparation for the Fair.

Willis: We had a lot of major
successes in terms of the colonial
stuff. Major Hawkins and the Ar-
my ROTC and Colonel Morris
helped us get the Old Guard,
which is the U.S. Third Infantry,
which is the group that [played]
when Margaret Thatcher came to
the United States, and they do all
kinds of ceremonies. They'll be
performing Saturday at 1 p.m. doing
drills—they rush the audience
with bayonets.
We have a lot of other colonial

Richard A. Bell

Spring Fair Chairs Jennifer Stahl, Jonathan Siegel, and Carolyn Willis model the spring line of Liberty '88
fashions. Appearing in front of the very fireplace beside which Betsy Ross sewed the first American flag are
Jennifer, nearing an official looking thing by Adrienne Vittadini; Jonathan, wearing an even more official
looking thing by Bill Blass, and Carolyn, wearing an indoor evening gown with frilly lace designed by Liz
Claiborne.

things. We have a family that's
going to camp out on the Upper
Quad Saturday and Sunday. We
have the First Maryland Regi-
ment, which is going to set up a
camp, and the Sixty-Forth
Maryland Regiment is going to
set up another camp. Those are
our big successes. In terms of
failures....

Siegel and Willis: We just
don't have enough snowfence.
N-L: Why is the Fair being

held so early this year, and might
the date cause problems.

Siegel: The date of Fair is ap-
proved by the Student Council.
We have obviously things to take

Preparing for the Fair
by Gregory W. Fortsch

We take for granted all of the preparation
that goes into Spring Fair. Posters and signs
must be put up, chairs and tables must be set
up, snow fencing must be erected and art sup-
plies must be purchased. These are all respon-
sibilities of the little-known plant operations
committee, headed by sophomore Scott
Berger and junior Glenn Bray.
Berger explained that those who

volunteered to do work on this committe
started work early last week. Work consists
of "slavish type work" in which individuals,
are expected to help out the various commit-
tees in whatever capacity they desire.

Berger expressed that such work is a
"mammoth committment" to the Fair as well
as the Hopkins community. Extensive
physical labor is involved. Berger, himself,
worked yesterday from 7 a.m. until 10 p.m.
on Fair preparations.

Plant operations, thus far, has primarily set
up accounts with rental agencies in the area.
They have also radically transformed the cam-
pus's Upper and Lower Quads into
fairgrounds in remarkably less than a day.
Berger believes that the prerequisites for

being on plant operations are inherent
creativity, an organized mind, and a calm, pa-
tient attitude. Working for plant op is a lesson
in "dealing with people and basically doing
whatever they say," he said.
Berger expects that the snow fences, the

makeshift buildings and all rented materials
will be gone from the campus late Sunday as
the Fair comes to a close. The Homewood
campus should be more or less back to nor-
mal by Monday morning thanks to efforts of
plant operations.
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Richard A. Bell

into consideration such as
Homecoming, which is the big-
gest, and MCATs, and home
lacrosse games. What you end up
having is [the Fair having to be
held after] it starts getting warm,
which is the middle of April, and
[before] the time you leave
school.
Obviously, we had a big pro-

blem last year because it was
right in the middle of finals and
nobody showed up at nighttime
entertainment, so I'm sure Stu-
dent Council realized that when
they chose the date and said,
"Well, we can have it May se-
cond or third, but what's going to
happen is everyone's going to get
stuck with finals again, and
Homecoming is the twenty-
second and the twenty-third,
which basically leaves you with
one day." It's basically a pretty
good date.

Last year, it was in May, two
weeks later, and it snowed the
day before.
N-L: What types of arts and

crafts and food vendors have you
sought to attract.

Willis: We have again about
fifty food booths. We have about
a dozen more crafts booths than
usual, and we have the same
types of things of crafts: we have
jewelry, we have two
glassblowers, we have a lot of
people that are demonstrating, we
have the Baltimore Heritage Quilt
Guild, we have tye-dye, we have
the people last year who paint
your hand and 4tick it on a t-shirt,
and woodworking.
In terms of food, we basically

have the same array. We have
pizza in the Beer Garden this
year.
Stahl: We have student groups

working with Seilers,
Ostrowski's is back with its
sausages, Bobbi's Fried Dough is
back.

Willis: Tacos this year and no
Sig Ep chicken.

Siegel: But the Irish Club will
be selling barbecued chicken out
in front of Gilman Stage for
anyone looking for that tasty
blend.
N-L: How did you manage to

attract the BoDeans to this year's
Fair?

Willis: We don't handle the

Spring Fair concert. It's handled
by Up Front Promotions. [They]
basically got the BoDeans for us.
They put half of the tickets out to
the general public, and that half
is sold out, and they put half on
sale here for five dollars less to
University students, which
hopefully by the time the paper
goes to print will be sold out.

Siegel: It better be.
N-L: Briefly, what are some of

the all-new attractions at the Fair?
Stahl: Carolyn already talked

about one of them, which is the
colonial theme. Saturday at one
o'clock on Garland Field is the
Old Guard. I think the whole col-
onial program is educational,
historical, and fun.
Also, on Friday night . . . .
Siegel: Emphasize this.
Stahl: On Friday night, em-

phasize this, we have an outdoor
party rather than in the Glass
Pavilion. Hopefully it will bring
in more people. We're giving
away lots of freebies: cups. . . .

Willis: It's in the Gilman
Quad.

Siegel: Cups, posters, mugs.
Stahl: I think it will bring about

a different kind of atmosphere.
Siegel: Good beer, Bud Light.
Willis: Bud Light, it's a Bud

Light party. It'll have its own
beer garden, we hope to set up its
own volleyball net, we'll have
two bands, [including a] student
band that plays The Dead, Bob
Marley, the Beatles, and the
Police and the others. . . .

Siegel: And a lot of their own
music, too. A lot of good music,
you'd be surprised.

Willis: Another one. . . . plays
at Fat Tuesdays a lot. They're a
really great band—they do a lot
of covers and a few of their own.
And that will go on from about
8 p.m. to I a.m.
N-L: Faculty members often

complain that the Fair disrupts
their teaching and research. Are
these complaints legitimate?

Stahl: I think some professors
have a good outlook and others
really don't. What we've tried to
do this year is in the Fair Games
we have a faculty competition. I
don't know if anybody's signed
up for it.

See CHAIRS, 5
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Artists,
by Alex Pham

This year's Spring Fair features
over 110 craftsmen and thirty-two
non-profit organizations
throughout the Gilman and
Shriver Quads.

Arts and crafts offered at the
Fair include stained glass, tarot
card reading, lace and vintage
clothing, dulcimers, tie-dyed T-
shirts, hand-blown glass, and
jewelry, just to name a few.
"We are very pleased with the

selection of artisans this year,"
said Arts and Crafts co-
chairwoman Linda Mirsky.
Craftsmen have been chosen
since late February to be allow-
ed to sell their wares at the Fair.
The chairs sent out over 650

applications to craftsmen in
Maryland and Pennsj,lvania. Mir-
sky and co-chair Ellen Simon
reviewed the applications, slides,
and pictures of the artisans'
crafts. From there, they selected
which applicants would be invited
to sell at the Fair.
"This year, we tried to get peo-

ple that were diverse," said Mir-
sky. "So for some crafts like
jewelry, we had to be very selec-
tive since many of the applicants
were selling jewelry. [As a
result,' we ended up having to say
no to some craftsmen who were
here last year and were expecting
to return."
Other than on quality and

diversity, decisions on who
would be allowed to display and
sell their arts and crafts were also
based on how well their work ties
in with the Fair's Liberty '88
theme.
"We felt that the colonial

theme lent itself well to the crafts
fair," said Mirsky. "So we tried
to get craftsmen that reminded us
of the colonial period. We tried
to get a blacksmith, but, unfor-

!Er Soring Fair

Liberty '88

groups in abundance
tunately, he couldn't come." In-
stead, they made arrangements
with English smocking weavers,
potters, a candlemaker, and a
duck decoy sculptor.

Mirsky and Simon tried to get
crafts that would sell at a wide
price range. "It's difficult to get
a good balance between high
quality crafts at reasonable prices.
But the price range of the things
here can go up to $200."
This year, more craftsmen will

demonstrate how they make their
merchandise. Incorporated into
the program is a candlemaking
demonstration and an artist doing
caricatures.

Aside from having to select
which artists would be allowed to
participate in the Fair, Mirsky
and Simon also had to map where
every booth would be located.
The process can be frustrating
since uncooperative trees and fire
hydrants pop up during the year
where not expected. Another pro-
blem was the placement of dif-
ferent types of artists. Mirsky
said, "We didn't want two types
of craftsmen right next to each
other."

Organizations represented in
the non-profit section include
Young Lawyers of the Bar
Association of Baltimore City,
the Transcendental Meditation
Program, and S. A.V.E.-JHU
Center for Immunization.
The non-profit chairs were not

as selective in admitting groups.
"We had enough room so we
could accomodate any groups we
felt were worthwhile," said
Marce: Lachenmann, non-profit
co-chairman.
Most of these groups are

distributing leaflets and recruiting
volunteers, although some groups
will be offering services. The
Young Lawyers of the Bar
Association of Baltimore City,

for example, are giving free legal
advice.
Some organizations are selling

small items, but non-profit booths
are otherwise not allowed to sell
items which compete with other
vendors. Jewelry and food for
immediate consumption, for ex-
ample, cannot be sold by non-
profit booths since their booth
rentals are $40, about half of
what private vendors pay.

In trying to incorporate the
Liberty '88 theme. into their
work, Lachenmann and co-chair
Daniel Cord had some trouble
getting appropriate organizations

to come. They managed,
however, to have the Maryland
Historical Society come.
Otherwise, most groups, accor-

ding to Lachenmann. fell into
three categories: 1) left-wing-
oriented groups such as the
Mothers Embracing Nuclear
Disarmament; 2) religious or
community-oriented groups such
as the St. Mary's Christian
School; and 3) health-oriented
organizations such as the Johns
Hopkins Hospital Hemapheresis
Center and MANNA, a group
concerned with eating disorders
such as anorexia and bulimia.

Beer and soda
quench thirst
by Rachel Weiss

Visitors to this weekend's Spring Fair will be able to quench their
thirst and wash down all that great food with soda from Pepsi
throughout the Fair, and Schaefer Beer and White Mountain Coolers
in the Decker Garden.
A committee chaired by Fred Assaf and Nick Cortezi has provided

for fifteen soda booths, "strategically placed" throughout the Gilman
and Shriver Quads, and seven beer booths to insure that fairgoers
will be conveniently able to stave off impending dehydration."
Winner Distributors will be providing the beer and coolers. Schaefer

Beer is also a co-sponsor of the Spring Fair-ROTC Liberty '88 8K
Run to be held on Sunday morning. Pepsi is providing prizes and
other promotional services for the Fair.
The Decker Garden beer booths will be open today from noon un-

til 5 p.m. The beer garden will be open during regular Fair hours
on Saturday and Sunday, but as on Friday it will close an hour earlier
than the rest of the Fair.
Beer and wine coolers will be sold during the Quad Party on Fri-

day evening and at other nighttime entertainment for students on Fri-
day and Saturday nights.

Student groups are operating both the beer and the soda booths.
"We tried to pick the most qualified groups," said Assaf. "For beer
that means those groups with the most members over twenty-one. We
also tried to give a variety of different groups a chance."
Those groups participating are required to pay a start-up fee and

pay for the soda and cups that they use. Soda will sell for seventy-
five cents and wine coolers for $1.

Chairs
proclaim
Liberty's
virtues

CHAIRS, from 4

Willis: We have no music on
Friday to accomodate the classes
that are going on. We sent the
faculty a letter two months ago to
say, "Fair's coming, be aware."
We do our best to accomodate the
faculty.

Siegel: And the thing to keep
in mind is that this is the
undergraduate campus, which
they so often like to tell us, and
so because we're undergraduates
we like to think it's fair to have
one party over the course of the
year. And this is not just for
students—Hopkins has such a bad
reputation with the community as
it is, this is at least something
where they could have a good
time and come to campus and see
that we're not just these ogres that
take their land all the time.
Stahl: And I think we do stuff

for faculty, too. Our attractions
at night are solely for students,
but during the day we have arts
and crafts and food and the col-
onial stuff—certainly, it's for
everybody. During the daytime,
it's for the whole Hopkins-
Baltimore community.
N-L: In the program, you give

special thanks to Opi. Who is
Opi?
Stahl: Opi is my grandfather.

It's slang in German. He's in the
photographic business, and he got
us a special deal on photography.
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Security to keep
Fair safe for all
by Tammy Halevy

As Spring Fair begins this
afternoon, one may notice some
students in glow-in-the-dark
orange vests located all around
campus. These individuals are not
making a fashion statement;
rather, they are working security
for the Fair under the auspices of
co-chairmen Ken Clark and Tim
Katsoulis.
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Deep-Dish Pizza Delivery

-$5.00 minimum order
- Free Delivery
- American Express, Visa, MastercardAA

accepted on orders of $10.00 or more
- No personal checks please

467-0802

TO VALIDATE COUPON YOU MUST
ADVISE US WHEN PLACING

YOUR ORDER

express A57

$1.00 OFF ANY
LARGE PIZZA

DELIVERY ONLY

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

EXPIRES 12/31/88

FREE LITER OF PEPSI
WITH PURCHASE OF

LARGE DEEPDISII PIZZA

DELIVERY ONLY
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

EXPIRES 12/31/88

•
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•
•
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Clark and Katsoulis, along with
the sub-chairs for nighttime
security and beer garden securi-
ty, Mike Bosco and Ty Hyderdal-
ly, have spent the last month
coordinating the student groups
responsible for maintaining order
on campus during the weekend.
Daytime security entails

primarily two things, according
to Clark: preventing the people
attending the Fair from entering
the campus buildings, and stopp-
ing fair-goers from parking il-
legally on campus. "The most
important job for daytime is park-
ing," he said. "It's also the
hardest job because you have to
deal directly with everyone."
Independent student groups,

generally fraternities, have been
hired for the tremendous task. Phi
Gamma Delta is responsible for
regulating parking, while Alpha
Tau Omega and the Hooters,
Hopkins' soccer team, will guard
the Lower Quad and Upper
Quad, respectively. The
chairmen will be in constant con-
tact with Hopkins security and, if
necessary, Baltimore City Police.

Nighttime security is another
worry for the chairmen. Hyder-
dally has been working hard to in-

sure the well-being of all par-
ticipants in the activities planned
for Friday and Saturday nights.

Friday night, Phi Kappa Psi is
responsible for security at the
Gilman Quad Party, while the
rugby team will watch the
celebration indoors. "The
primary goal of night security is
to keep the undesirable elements
of the Baltimore community from
causing trouble," noted
Hyderally. .
The Beer Garden is the other

major area that requires a special
security unit. The guards will
work to maintain order, as well
as to check that persons entering
the garden are of legal drinking
age.
A student working on security

said, "This year we're looking to
really improve the atmosphere in
the Garden. We strive for the
whole community to have a great
time while we keep the rules
established by the University."
One fraternity member, who

will be working security, seem-
ed eager to begin his work. "My
job is to keep Shaffer Hall
intact—free from the societal
dregs that usually infest our cam-
pus during Spring Fair," he said.

The JHU Barnstormers
Present the Stephen Sondheim Musical Comedy

rnTuiirIfiwExtD
Of 7hais/110144M

Friday, April 15, 7:00 Friday, April 22, 8:00

Saturday, April 16, 8:00 Saturday, April 23, 7:00

Sunday, April 17, 8:00 Sunday, April 24, 8:00

The Roberto Arellano Theater (LJV Room), Levering Hall

Homewood Campus

The Johns Hopkins University

ant

$4.00 at the door

$3.00 in advance (available at the Union Desk, Levering Hall)

For more information call 235-9441

D e 1-100.5
BARN -
STORM R5

LIMITED DELIVERY AREA DELIVER AFTER 4 P.M.
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I VP or secretary or one representative the:*
: deadline for petitions (62 signatures) is :*** SATURDAY at 12 noon in the SC :1* ** Office. Call 889-1446 if interested **

PRES Scott FitzGerald Darryl Flaherty
Sue Fox

Andrea Rose

Larry Greenberg
Christian Reutter
Arthur Yoon

1 '1' Beth Coffey
Vensive Lamb
Richard Park
Laura Smith

Walter Chun
Suzanne Muller
Bob Nelson

SEC Grace Gonzales
Bill Henry

Cindy Quan
Naomi Poling
Ted Greenberg
Shari Zuskin
Richard Choi

TREAS Jon Budelman
Deborah Krauss
Chris McCormick

Audrey Gedachian

REP Ty Hyderally
Mike McGinnis

Jay Calkins
Jeffrey DeCagna
Efrem Epstein
Maureen Gale
Petrina Hsi

Suzanne McLaughlin

Jennifer Blank
Theresa Cho

Jennifer Haberlen
Andy Kanter

Jonathan Kurtz .
Munia Mitra .

Sara Rabinowitz .
Manish Shah :
Michele Wolf .
Ken Wong .
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NewsoLetter 

Not a Good Year for Nat Sci
Academic adviser James Goodyear pro-

vided the News-Letter with an article this
week which discusses the new requirements
for the Natural Sciences area major.
Goodyear stresses that, because the new re-
quirements make the major more difficult
to complete, it is important for science ma-
jors to plan their four-year schedule in
advance.
He's not kidding. The new requirements

for the major make it as difficult to com-
plete as the department science majors, re-
quiring more upper-level science courses
than were previously necessary. That's
fine—after all, a major in the sciences
should mean that the majority of courses
taken are science courses. But
wait. . .there's more!

Natural science and biology majors (the
majority of whom are premeds) take
Molecular Cell Biology (MCB) as their first
biology course. Since this course requires
Introductory and Organic Chemistry as
prerequisites, MCB is traditionally taken
during the spring of sophomore and junior
years. During this second semester, most
students then take the first of two semesters
of General Physics. Short of loading up on
top of these classes, the students are left-
with three semesters to complete their
upper-level science courses. Until now, this
has not been such a bad thing, since two
semesters of MCB fulfilled eight of the 15
upper-level courses needed.
According to the changes, however,

MCB no longer fulfills upper-level science
credit, even though it is a rigorous,
300-level course. And because it is a prere-

quisite for all other upper-level biology-
related courses, the average natural
sciences student will not begin to fulfill
upper-level coursework until the second
semester of their junior year. This results
in heavy courseloads all through junior and
senior year—the time during which many
students would prefer to concentrate on
MCAT review and medical school
applications.
The MCAT brings up another point. The

premed schedule leaves students grotesque-
ly unprepared for the biology portion of the
MCAT. Much of this test deals with
physiology and some genetics—topics
which are not covered by MCB. There is
no introductory level biology course re-
quired of the science majors. The
biophysics department offer a physiology
course every two years, so the student who
plans wisely can anticipate this class. The
class is one lecture taught at both the 100-
and 300- levels. While the 100-level course
is fine for non-science majors, it fulfills no
requirement for the science major. The
300-level course does, but—surprise—it has
MCB as a prerequisite!
The natural sciences major is thus no

bargain. Students who want plenty of
science may as well enjoy the benefits of
the departmental programs. Those who
want only to prepare for medical school
should follow Goodyear's advice and look
outside of the sciences for majors. This
alternative may the best one yet, since it
allows premeds to fulfill medical school re-
quirements while concentrating in other
fields entirely.

Mlbe Party'
There was a headline that ran a tew years

ago in this newspaper for a 'spring fair up-
date' article which read "Spring Fair: No
Concert; No 10K Run." It's a dangerous
precedent to start commenting on the work
of previous News-Letter staffs—surely it
can only come back to haunt us—but the
sentiment behind the headline misses an im-
portant point.
Spring Fair is a celebration of the season,

but really it celebrates Hopkins and its
students. Student organization and par-
ticipation creates activities and infuses a
vitality which makes Fair far more than
simply an arts and crafts showcase; we
open the doors of our campus to Baltimore
and beyond for a three day festival.

Admittedly, the lack of a concert and a
10k run were regrettable shortcomings that
year. This should not have supplanted the
overwhelmingly positive nature of the Fair.
Looking at this year's Fair, it has all of

what we've come to expect and more. The

tellenb
concert is featuring The BoDeans, one of
Americas hottest new bands. There will in-
deed be a road race again, along with per-
formances by other bands, student and pro-
fessional, fair games, a car show, and
Chester Wickwire's dog show. Correspon-
ding to the liberty theme, the Old Guard
Fife and Drum Corps will perfor. Our tri-
cornered hats go off to the chairmen who
creatively and diligently worked to make
the fair better than ever.
There was a time, not too long ago, when

people would look to Fair and say: "This
is the one thing that Hopkins does right."
It would be a mistake, looking at other suc-
cessful social ventures such as Hoppy
Hour, or the recent FIJI Islander, to say this
is still true. Nevertheless, Spring Fair re-
mains Hopkins students' largest
endeavor—achieving consistently suc-
cessful results. With this year promising to
be no exception, we hope everyone can
have a blast this weekend.

A Little Leeway
Number Fun

by A. Lee Davis

Several weeks ago, I was em-
broiled in a little debate with one
of my G.W. Whiting School
friends. He held that spoken and
written languages should be done
away with, that they are ineffi-
cient and confusing at best,
and—because of the possibility
that certain situations could be
misconstrued—dangerous at
worst. The only way, the best
way, according to my friend, to
communicate is with mathemat-
ical symbols and equations. Of
course, there is beauty in a well-
turned phrase, he said, but there
is just as much elegance in a
logical proof, or a well-
formulated equation. Newton's
laws and Maxwell's equations
don't just give us a slice of life,
as most litereature does; but
rather, they describe, encompass,
in a sense, life itself. They are the
pith, the essential element of
human knowledge. After equa-
tions, literature is a johnny-come-
lately, excess baggage we've ac-
cumulated over the years.
Technology has now allowed us
to do away with it if we so
choose.
He was originally from India,

and lamented how much confu-
sion was caused by the language
barrier. If everyone put their
ideas across in numbers, without
nuances or potential
misunderstanding, the world
would be a better place. Foreign
relations would be cut and dried.

I rose to the defense of my
craft. Sure, I said, you could
communicate quite well with
equations, but the intelligent mind
eschews routine. If one and only

one equation equalled one idea
(the expected conclusion of his
reductionism), so-called "com-
munication" would be stilted in-
deed. How could one com-
municate feelings—the joy of
receiving an acceptance into col-
lege, the disbelieving horror
which follows a car accident—
with equations? Would one just
state the equation which translates
to "I am happy," or "I am
scared"? Somehow, the true state
of mind doesn't come across, and
in that sense, communicating by
numbers would be less accurate.
If all he were concerned about
was having a universal language,
I urged him to join an Esperanto
lobby group.
"Next time you're having a

problem getting an idea across,
remember what I said," he con-
cluded. I considered his project in
depth. Without double-speak and
pseudo-speak, politicians and
lawyers would be out of business.
Without the hook of "you may
have won," junk-mail
sweepstakes would process their
last mailing list. Without words
of the Word, nothing would flow
from our friendly neighborhood
televangelists. Suddenly, it didn't
seem like such a bad idea.

I thought of how much money
could be saved by schools across
the nation. They could cut out
English and social studies classes
and have those teachers cook
some real food for the kids. The
SAT and GRE scores would on-
ly be out of 800. I wouldn't have
to hear "Best of Baltimore." You
wouldn't have to read this col-
umn. Word problems would be

See LEE, 12
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by Eric Ruck

I have been considering a
rather drastic change of majors
for quite some time, and as I
discussed what I want to do with
friends and family recently, some
interesting thoughts and observa-
tions arose. Presently I am major-
ing in both Electrical/Computer
Engineering and Writing
Seminars, and although I plan to
continue writing, the EE program

, just has to go.
I am still a practical person. I

realize that Writing Seminars will
not likely lead me to a job with
great pay or much prestige, so I
intend to maintain a double with
some other major. Many people
consider Writing Seminars an
"easy degree," and it can be, but
it's more what the individual
chooses to make of it. Certain
departments at Hopkins have very
flexible requirements, and
although this has its merits, I
believe people can graduate with
a Writing Seminars degree with
little effort and little learned, but
it doesn't have to be that way.
But I come here not to praise

Engineering, but to bury him.
Certainly, part of the problem is
me. I seem to be very good at
whatever it is that we engineers-
in-training are supposed to learn,
but I'm not really interested in the
work, and as such, I tend to be
rather sloppy about it. This is no
way to go about a career.
But part of the problem is the

faculty and the organization of the
school. Every single professor in-
volved in the engineering depart-
ment has either displayed a bla-
tant disinterest in undergraduates

Greek controvery

To the Editor:

Mary Burcham's letter to the
editor in last week's News-Lettel
evidences such a profound exigui-
ty of reasoning that it compels my

comment.
Burcham is disturbed by an ar-

ticle in the April 1st News-
Letter, the thesis of which is that
"Greek behavior has deteriorated
markedly in recent years." The
article proceeds to examine some
of the "behavior problems" that
have increasingly plagued frater-

Changing majors
or at least, total ignorance of the
rest of the school.
When I first spoke to my

engineering advisor, I asked him
about math placement. Not only
could he tell me nothing about the
mathematics requirements
beyond the credits enumerated in
the curricula guide, but he was
hard pressed to tell me in which
building I might find the math
department to ask someone. One
would think that when the success
of engineering students is
necessarily based on their
mathematial background, the
engineering faculty would show
more interest.
Former Writing Seminars

undergraduate advisor Robert
Arellano was so well loved
because of the individual attention
he gave every single
undergraduate with which he was
concerned. He remembered each
one personally. If we could ex-
pect half of that devotion to the
undergraduate engineering
students by faculty, the depart-
ment would be all the better. Dr.
Bob was a fantastic advisor, but
he was not necessarily atypical of
Hopkins. Since Wyatt Prunty
stepped in, he has been doing a
very good job at maintaining the
service with a smile that has
always represented the Writing
Seminars in my mind.
One good reason I can think of

to expect to change majors after
spending some time in college is
that you get to see everything as
it really is. This may seem like a
fairly obvious observation, but
you really need time to get an-
noyed at some things as much as
you need time to try out others.

nities since the early 1980s, (vis.,
excessive drinking, pledge haz-
ing, and female abuse). Burcham
agrees that these problems do ex-
ist at some universities and that
the problems should be publiciz-
ed. However, she contends that
the publication of such Greek
criticism "without running a cor-
responding article which
discusses the benefits and positive
aspects of fraternity behavior is
not only misleading but also un-
fair," especially to Hopkins
fraternities and sororities. When
considering Burcham's argu-
ment, one might wish to visualize
Woodward and Bernstein
feverishly working to write a
positive article on the Nixon Ad-
ministration so that it could run
next to their latest unflattering
piece on the Watergate affair.

In the name of "fairplay,"
should the News-Letter publish an
"anti-Greek" article everytime it
reports on a positive aspect of the
Greek system? If all News-Letter
articles which expressed an opi-
nion on any subject had to be ac-
companied by an article with the
opposing view(s), the News-
Letter would be sixty pages thick
and would appear monthly. Bur-
cham's absurdly impractical
argument for equal coverage
necessitates no further
belaboring.
Burcham also claims that the

article in question presents a
disturbing and inaccurate picture
of Hopkins fraternities to facul-
ty, administration, et al. This

seemingly innocuous assertion
raises a couple of points. First,
seeing that the referenced article
does not in any way indict, or
even mention, Hopkins frater-
nities, any disfavorable opinions
formed by the faculty and ad-
ministration from reading the ar-
ticle must find their basis in
disturbing events that have occur-
red at Hopkins parallel to those
cited in the article. It follows,
then that if the article is inac-
curate in its applicability to the
Hopkins Greek system, neither
faculty nor administration will
conjure up a disturbing picture of
Hopkins fraternities. Does the ar-
ticle accurately depict some of the
problems which the Hopkins
Greek system has recently en-
countered? Perhaps. Perhaps not.
Within the last few weeks two
Hopkins fraternities have been
disciplined by their national
organizations, one for female
abuse.
The article does not claim to be

an accurate representation of the
behavior of all fraternities nation-
wide, but only seeks to present an
overview of some of the recent
problems arising from Greek
"misbehavior."
The purpose of my letter is not

to disparage fraternities in
general, nor the Hopkins Greek
system in particular, but rather to
take exception with Burcham's
position that the April 1st issue
article dealing with Greek
misdeeds is an unfair and inac-
curate depiction of Hopkins

fraternities. The article is unques-
tionably accurate to the extent that
some (if not most) of the pro-
blems mentioned in the article
have been experienced here at
Hopkins. (As stated above, the
article does not pretend to offer
a irue reflection of all frater-
nities.) If Burcham measures
fairness in terms of equal
coverage of opposing views, I
hope that the next time she
decides to "blow Phi Mu's horn"
she includes a laundry list of Phi
Mu's misdeeds. Articles such as
the one published two weeks ago
do not provide opponents of
fraternities with additional fire
against them (as Burcham would
have us believe). Rather, it is the
fraternities and sororities
themselves which provide their
critics with a cornucopia of
ammunition.

Kevin G. Lee

Supporting the Greeks
To the Editor:

It is a shame that after having
worked for 1200 hours and rais-
ing over $5000 for charities in the
Baltimore area that fraternities
and sororities are being
stereotyped as rapists, por-
nographers, drunkards and even
murderers in articles appearing in
the April 1 and 8 issues of the
News-Lette, . While members of

See LETTERS, 10

J.D. Goodyear
A new and improved?) major.

Listen up all you non-seniors
who are concentrating your
course work in the natural
sciences. At Hopkins that in-
cludes these departments:
Biology, Biophysics, Chemistry,
Earth and Planetary Sciences, and
physics. Whether you realize it or
not, the natural science area ma-
jor is no long a viable option for
many of you. If you are a true-
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blue physics type or are quite
satisfied with biology, this state
of affairs is no big deal. But if you
are still shopping around for your
academic niche or if you might le
considering graduating a semester
early, then be aware that the new
requirements for the natural
sciences area major have chang-
ed and have become quite
demanding.
For some time, faculty in the

natural sciences departments
were concerned that this area ma-
jor was not sufficiently rigorous.
They felt that the requirement of
"at least 40 credits for courses
coded (N), to include at least one
year of chemistry with laboratory
and one year of physics with
laboratory, and a minimum of 15
(N) credits for study at or beyond
the 300 level, not including
research, internships or indepen-
dent study credits" was both too
modest and too easy to
manipulate. And they were right,
partly because the guidelines did
not exclude 300-level labs from
meeting requirements and part-
ly because Hopkins does not of-
fer a year-long introductory
biology course with lab. So,
through this year, a student who
fulfilled medical school prere-
quisites of a year of biology and
lab could count both semesters of
molecular cell biology and lab—a
total of 12-14 credits—toward the
15 (N) credits at or beyond the
300 level required for the natural
sciences area.
Whether or not this meant the

natural sciences area major was
too "easy" and called for
"toughening up" is debatable.
Perhaps what was needed was

closer faculty advising to insure
that students maintained rigorous
programs. Or maybe the addition
to the curriculum of a biology
course akin to introductory
chemistry or physics would have
sufficiently strengthened the ma-
jor. These are moot points,
because the requirements were
changed to the following:
(I )One year of introductory
chemistry plus lab.
One year of general physics plus
lab.
One year of calculus.
(2)20 credits of introductory
and/or upper-level science and
mathematics. (Premedical
students would normally take one
year of organic chemistry with
lab and one year of biology with
lab.)
(3)Five one-semester courses at
the 300 level (totalling at least 15
credits). These can be divided at
most between two departments.
Three of the courses must be in
either biology, chemistr)
physics, biophysics, or earth and
planetary sciences. However, no
courses used to satisfy require-
ment (2) can be used to fulfill this
requirement. Also, no labs, in-
dependent study, research, or
tutorials can count toward upper-
level science courses.
(4)A minimum of 30 H/S credits
to include at least five courses at
or beyond the 300 level. These
300-level courses have to total at
least 15 credits and can be taken
in, at most, three different depart-
ments. The 300-level courses
may be taken P/F but cannot in-
clude independent study,

See CURRICULUM, 11
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the Hopkins community may
have found the article interesting,
it is in no way indicative of the
Greek System at JHU. For exam-
ple, Bow uoin College President
A. LeRoy Greason chose to
describe fraternities today as
"social centers without any very
clear purpose." While this sadly
may be the case at his institution,
the first sentence in this
paragraph clearly shows he is
lacking the benefit of a broad
perspective.
The fraternity and sorority

members at Hopkins participate
in many activities, the over-
whelming majority of which
benefit the Hopkins community
and the neighborhoods of
Baltimore. But it is only when we
screw up that the press chooses to
recognize us at all. The unfor-
tunate incident at TEP and those
examples cited in the past two
News-Letters are prime examples
of this. If fraternities make such
interesting news, why are there
not articles about our volunteer
work for charities or the Dean of
Students-sponsored, educational
programs run by the IFC? The
News-Letter consistently ignores
the progress made by the IFC in
educating and policing its
membership. I doubt that there
are any student groups on this
campus who seek to educate and
take responsibility for the actions
of their members as diligently as
the IFC. I am not suggesting that
the News-Letter refrain from
printing articles of interest but
that the staff realize that there are
two sides to a story and that each
side deserves equal coverage.
For the sake of fairness and ac-

curacy in reporting, it is about
time you recognize the Greek
System at Hopkins for what it is:
the associations of men and
women united to enjoy and reap
the rewards of brotherhood and

sisterhood. For those unfamiliar
with the Greek system at Hopkins
or still living with the Animal
House image of fraternities,
brotherhood and sisterhood is the
feeling that results from working
as a volunteer for the Special
Olympics or staying up all night
making spaghetti sauce for the
Pastathon, both of which benefit
charity.

Joseph W. Sokolowski
The author is the president of the

Inter-Fraternity Council.

Chaplain battles
To the Editor:

Since the publication of the
"President's Message" in
HOPGOP last month, I have had
the opportunity to negotiate with
the Chaplain about her bias. I am
confident that she will be true to
her word and be more amenable
to our moderate point of view in
the future. But that remains to be
seen.
As regards last week's letters

from the Tweedledum and
Tweedledee of public defense,
Matthew Bijoy and Paul Genest,
they were too full of inaccuracies
and blatant contradictions to resist
a brief reply:
You will note, boys, that the
Chaplain had no reply to my
message, largely, I expect
because it was all true. My
message was neither mean-
spirited nor intolerant, as a mat-
ter of fact it was a blow for the
upmost tolerance; my point was
that a university administrator
ought not to be paid to promote
one point of view (though admit-
tedly the chaplain is involved in
other, laudable things). I am sure
that the lady is as big-hearted as
you say, as enthusiastic and pa-
tient as you claimed,
however. ...I too am big hearted,
and enthusiastic, but, Paul, my
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patience runs shorts when I am
cursed at. Let's do talk in-
tolerance, Genest! If van Utt can
free-up an entire evening to
organize a candlelight vigil, why
could she do nothing over a whole
weekend to see to it that students
had a choice of charities for
which to fast? I am so damned
tired of your crying intolerance
every time the Republicans print
something around here or take a
stand that is not Gus Hall-
approved; that economic violence
to which you referred is also called
privatization by some, you
know—high school shtick, keep-
ing government off the backs of
the people, increased efficiency,
competitive costs, which means,
more often than not, lower prices.
Don't sound too violent to me,
Paul, or maybe you like to spend
more than you should?
But thanks for the constructive

criticism. I would only caution
you on one point: the more you
advertise and defend our
chaplain, the more Hopkins will
be interested in which one of us
is right. This is one spat that the
College Republicans cannot help
but win.

Gregory Francis

FIJI thanks

To the Editor:

On behalf of Phi Gamma Delta,
I would like to thank everyone
who attended FIJI Islander '88.
The party was a huge success and
all of the profits will be donated
to the Johns Hopkins Children's
Center. We would especially like
to thank Bob Schuerholz, Ed
Warns, Bob Scott, and the entire
plant op crew. I would like to
thank all of the people in the Dean
of Student's Office for their in-
sightful guidance. FIJI also
wishes to thank the people at
Whiting-Turner for pulling the
beer truck out of the mud. (Sorry
about our shoes!) A special
thanks goes to the News-Letter for
putting up with us and to Major
Larkin and the Hopkins security
force for keeping things under
control.

FIJI wants to take this moment
to extend an invitation to a lecture
that it will be sponsoring on
"Sexism in Advertising" by
Mark Crispin Miller on Thurs-
day, April 21 in the Arellano
Theater. We encourage everyone
to come; a discussion will follow.
Thanks again and we'll see you

next year!

Frederick Assaf
Lou Gianguilio

Islander Chairmen '88

Housing concerns, etc.

To the Editor:

I would like to pose a few com-
ments in response to some of the
articles and editorials in the April
8th issue of the News-Letter.

First, you asked where the
newly enlarged classes of
freshmen could be put to foster a
"year of true campus life with
their classmates." The University
apparently has found a partial
solution for this problem:
Building B. I am a senior living
in Building B; consequently, I
was curious to see who might be

interested in taking my space
when it appeared in the Lottery.
I looked for it but did not see it.
Upon asking in Dormitory hous-
ing, I was told that the Universi-
ty is allowing sophomores and
juniors to stay in Building B un-
til they graduate; however, this
year's freshmen cannot live in
Building B after this year. This
essentially means that at least
three to four new spaces will open
up to the incoming freshmen class
each year, culminating in 100
(total) spaces two years from
now. I admit this is not a com-
plete solution, but it may help
reduce the number of freshmen in
McCoy and Rodgers.
Another point, somewhat

related to the first, concerns the
comments made by Rachel Hen-
drickson in the article "Admis-
sions." While I am the first to ad-
mit that Hopkins has many strong
points, especially in academics, I
am not convinced that students
ought to "buy into the process of
recruiting people they think the
campus needs." It would be a
good idea, but I don't thing it
would work very well. Reason:
all one needs to do is listen to or
read about the comments made by
students on the quality of social
life. Some of the problems faced
by the students (including hous-
ing, administrative difficulties,
and the like), reveal that while
students can present an excellent
factual picture of Hopkins, they
are not necessarily going to ac-
tively recruit such needed people
if they don't feel that those peo-
ple would enjoy being here.
The last comment I have is on

Gretchen Van Utt. I think that the
"President's Message" has been
sufficiently addressed, however,
those who think that the Chaplain
is not doing the "proper things"
or who feel that they need to
know "what she is up to" (sug-
gests a conspiracy, no?) ought to
reconsider. I have seen the
Chaplain "in action" only twice,
yet on both occasions I have been
impressed. For those who ques-
tion why she does what she does,
I have a simple response: I
suspect it's because she sees a
need for whatever it may happen
to be, whether lesbian activities
or Oxfam. In short, while the
Chaplain's Office may do things
which the Student Council finds
mysterious or improper, it may
well be that the Chaplain is do-
ing them because Student Coun-
cil is not.

Stephen Campbell

Advising Financial Aid

To the Editor:

I would like to apologize to
the Financial Aid office for my
letter printed in the April 8th
issue of the News-Letter. After
talking to Ms. Dreisbach, a finan-
cial aid counselor there, I learn-
ed that Financial Aid had waged
a more comprehensive campaign
to publicize the deadlines than I
had given them credit. They sent
the first notification to Gilman
postboxes when the materials
were available in December,
another surfaced in the registra-
tion packet in January, and
several Campus Notes were run
in the News-Letter. Dreisbach
also pointed out that several

posters were placed at hopefully
strategic places in the basement of
Gilman. Yet, she admitted, peo-
ple still go uninformed about the
deadline.

I would like to forward two
suggestions to Financial Aid. The
first is to maintain the same
deadline year after year. The se-
cond is to either alter the times
when notes are sent to Gilman or
add another closer to the
deadline. December represents a
poor time for three reasons: first,
CSS isn't taking applications un-
til January; second, people are
likely to forget that notice after
being on break for a month; and
third, most parents won't have
completed their tax information
until after Christmas anyway.
Thus, I would urge that notifica-
tions be sent to Gilman boxes
when people are more likely to
act on them. This may remove the
pitfall I fell into this year.

Josh Knights

Chronicle criticisms 
To the Editor:

The two-part article appearing
in the April 1st and 8th issues of
the News-Letter on the frater-
nity system was an inaccurate
depiction of the Greek system at
Johns Hopkins. Although
reprinted from the "Chronicle of
Higher Education," the article
made no attempt to display the
positive aspects that life in a
fraternity offers.

All of the fraternities and
sororities at Hopkins work
together on the Inter-Fraternity
Council (IFC) to promote unity
and to work on projects which
benefit both the campus and the
Homewood community. Greek
members pooled their resources
and together with the IFC spon-
sored a dance marathon to raise
money for Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis and held an
Easter Egg Hunt on Saturday,
April 2, 1988, for the children of
the faculty and surrounding com-
munity. Instead of criticizing the
Greek system, the News-Letter
should publicize events such as
these which display the service
and brotherhood/sisterhood that
results from Greek membership
in the community.
The real benefit of fraternity

life lies in the individual organiza-
tion itself. Phi Gamma Delta
recently held its annual Islander.
It was a tremendous success, with
the proceeds going to the Johns
Hopkins Children's Center. FIJI
has also increased faculty-student
interaction by holding an annual
open house in the fall.
FIJI helps out the community

by attending Chimes every Fri-
day. The brothers serve as big
brothers to the physically and
mentally challenged. In addition,
Fill raised money for Santa Claus
Anonymous and The March of
Dimes.

Finally, I hope I have proved
that the fraternity system was un-
justly criticized and should be
given reconsideration within the
Hopkins community. The student
body and the surrounding com-
munity stand to lose much by do-
ing away with the fraternity
system.

Michael Guido
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research, or internships.
(5)Proficiency in a moderr,
foreign language equivalent to
one year of elements or one
semester of intermediate level.
The University also requires

for graduation that you complete
at least 120 credits and maintain
a 2.0 GPA.

Already you can see that this is
a potful of requirements. Let's
break it down in practical terms.
The first reqirement ensures

that science majors take at least
introductory course work across
the sciences. An anomaly is the
lack of a year of introductory
biology and lab. As we know,
Hopkins does not have such an
offering. Nor does Hopkins allow
natural science majors to count
AP biology toward their re-
quirements. Thus, the year of
biology and lab that medical
schools demand and that the
natural sciences majors normal-
ly take here is molecular cell

biology and lab, which are
numbered at the 300 level.
Here's the rub: Most

undergraduate in the sciences and
all those with medical school
aspirations take two semesters of
molecular cell biology with lab,
which if viewed as introductroy
courses—albeit very sophisticated
introductory courses—should
then count toward the require-
ment in (2). Remembering that
courses used to meet re-
quirements in (1) or (2) cannot be
used to fulfill the upper-level
science course requirements, this
would preclude MCB from being
used to meet 300 level course re-
quirements. That, my friends—
i.e. not allowing MCB to be us-
ed to meet upper-level science
requirements—is "the heart" of
the new guidelines for this area
major.
Why, you ask, should

molecular cell biology, which is
effectively r. required course for
eligibility to medical school, be
counted with the introductory

courses despite (a) its 300
number, and (b) the fact that it is
a tough course, demanding two
semesters of introductory
chemistry plus labs and a
semester of organic chemistry as
de facto prerequisites? I don't
know.
An easier question to answer is,

"How does this compare to other
major in the sciences?" Including
MCB and labs and the five

300-level science, math, or
engineering courses—a total of 9
courses—easily puts the natural
sciences area major on par with
upper-level science demanded of
departmental majors. For exam-
ple, a biology major must take

MCB with labs, plus six 300-level
courses—two of which can be
MCB—plus two semesters of

research, for a total of eight courses.
Biophysics requires six 300-level
courses—two of which can be
MCB—plus two semester of
research, for a total of eight
courses.
What truly distinguishes the

tringent
natural sciences area major from
the others is those fifteen credits
of 300-level HIS courses. None of

the science departments have any
requirements at all in the
humanities or social sciences

schedule
other than modest language
requirements.

Ironically, it is now the depart-
mental majors that could be view-

See CURRICULUM, 12
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366-6733. eves.

SUMMER JOBS — $1400/MO.
SALARY! Spend your summer in
VA BEACH Turn your summer in-
to a rewarding experience' 16 CAR-
RIBEAN TRIPS!! SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM Va Beach 449-4123.
340-5338 Richmond 353-6832.

Before. After.
Before flying Virgin, these typical collegiate-types thought travelling to

London was about as exciting as taking an 8 a.m. Trig exam with a hangover.
After flying with us, they were as happy as three rock stars on a world tour.
You'll feel the same way. Once you've flown on our roomy 747s. And

experienced our great movies, music videos, BBC comedy shows, 8 different music
programs, and all our other award-winning in-flight entertainment. All coming at
you through a pair of serious electronic headsets.

Still not satisfied? How about a nice hot meal. In fact, a choice of
3 nice hot meals.

That's right, it's airplane food. With one major difference. It's actually edible.
It's also followed by tea and pastries later on.

So you can munch out while you do a little extra studying. (Yeah, right!)
Want even more? Then let us remind you of our fares. As low as $219*

from Newark. $249* from Miami.
Now what do you think?
Great. Then see your travel agent. Or call us at 1-800-862-8621.
Hey, if we could please these sourpusses, pleasing you

will be a breeze.

Virgin Atlantic Airways.747'sTo London.
Take us for all we've got.

*One way Late Saver Fare Fees and taxes not included. Bookable within 7 days of departure and must be ticketed upon booking.

Non-refundable. Valid in New York April 1-June 30 In Miami. April 1-May 31
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Curriculum changes necessitate good planning
CURRICULUM, from 11_

ed as easier than the natural
sciences area major.

All that remains now is for
undergrads to become fully aware
of these changes so that they can
develop strategies to accomodate
the new requirements.
One option is to continue as a

natural science area major. As we
have seen, it does not involve that
much more advanced science than
it used to and about the same
amount as the departmental ma-
jors. For instance, if biophysics
course work interests you but the
advanced physics scares you
away from the major, you could
put three biophysics courses
together with a couple of upper-
level psychology or biology
courses to meet the requirement.

Another obvious option is to
major in a natural sciences
department. Biology, indeed, will
certainly increase its numbers of
majors. Over time, perhaps,
E&PS or Biophysics will attract
some disaffected natural sciences
area majors. In all likelihood
Physics and Chemistry, owing to
the perceived difficulty of their
requirements, will show little
growth in the numbers of majors
they have. If these changes do oc-
cur, then the desire to encourage
students to focus in one science
discipline will effectively turn out
only to swell the ranks of the
biology majors and prompt
undergraduates, especially
premeds, to look outside the
sciences for a major.
Indeed, choosing a non-natural

sciences major is increasingly an
attractive option. Psychology,
already a popular major, should
become much more so. The re-
quirements here include four
lower-level psychology courses,
four 300—level psychology
courses, two semesters of
statistics, and one computer
science course. The major has no
foreign language requirements, a
dubious advantage, but one that
can ease your schedule.
Psychology also requires nine
credits of natural sciences, which
for premeds is superfluous and
for the rest of you undergrads
should present little problem.

Another discipline that may
benefit from the change in the
natural sciences area major is far
less known than psychology. It is
History of Science, which this
year will graduate its single
undergraduate major in the last
three years! (This is a shame
because the department is ex-
cellent and the course work pro-
vocative.) The history of science
major follows the old natural
sciences area guidelines in requir-
ing students to take forty (N)
credits, with fifteen (N) credits at
the 300 level. Importantly, ad-
vanced laboratories are not ex-
cluded, so both those semesters of
MCB lab would work toward the
requirement.
The point not to be missed is

that after this year, the natural
sciences area major will no longer
function as a fallback option for
undergrads. Quite the opposite is
the case. Now an undergrad will
have to plan his/her course work

with relative precision two or
four semesters in advance to in-
sure meeting the requirements.

Planning is the key in whatever
major you pursue. An effective
academic plan allows you to
make Hopkins work for you. Too
many undergrads feel that this is
not the case, that Hopkins is an
academic war zone with
dangerous courses, sniping
T.A.'s, ruthless professors and
enough catch-22 situations for

Yossarian. The net result is
heightened pressure across an
already tense campus.
By thinking through your fall

schedule a semester or, better yet,
a year in advance, you reduce the
pressure. Talk to your faculty ad-
visor. Show him/her your
transcript along with the schedule
of courses you need and want to
take. You can make use of your
faculty advisor as a resource by
tentatively outlining your plans

and then getting his/her input.
Otherwise, your advisor will all
too often be simply a signature on
your preregistration slip.
Of course, the Office of

Academic Advising remains at
your service from 8:30-5:00,
five days a week. If you want to
discuss the new natural sciences
requirements or any other
academic matters, just call
338-8216 and make an
appointment.

Little More Leeway 
LEE. from 8

just run-of-the-mill. Language lab
could be made into a laundromat.
Cereal boxes would go unread.
Crosswords would read like
BINGO cards. Stevie could no
longer read Playboy and Pen-
thouse "just for the articles."

It may have taken a while to get
used to, but I realized that there's
a certain beauty in a dizzying se-
quence of binary. Of course,
ASCII isn't so bad either: "To be
or not to be":
(84)(111)(32)(98)(101)
(32)(111)(114)(32)(110)(111)
(84)(32)(84)(111)(32)(98)(101)
(46). Simple. Unadulterated.
Leaves no room for deconstruc-
tion or textual analysis. And
wouldn't Thomas Moore have
preferred a dizzying string of
binary to "The time I've lost in
wooing/ In watching and pursu-
ing/ The light that lies/ In
woman's eyes,/ Has been my
heart's undoing/ Tho wisdom oft
has sought me/ I scorned the lore

she brought me,/ My only
books/, Were woman's looks,/
And folly's all they taught me"?
After all, it's much easier to
rhyme numbers.
The more I thought about it, the

more convinced I became that
languages were passe, numbers
were chic. Since I'm such a
devoted Hoppie, it only seemed
natural that my thinking would
turn towards Homewood. My in-
quiries produced a proposal
which I feel merits considerable
attention from the Board of
Trustees. The School of Arts &
Sciences (the Commas) is runn-
ing at a deficit, with no chance to
turn it around for at least five
years. The engineering school
(the Wrenches), on the other
hand, receives grants galore. We
at Hopkins pride ourselves on liv-
ing at the cutting edge of
everything (except social life, of
course, but that's entirely another
matter). Let's be innovators.
Let's show Bennington, Amherst,
and all those other artsy-fartsy

liberal arts wimps that we're not
going to stand for their writing
workshops and university press
journals. We're going to take all
our philologists, poets, and pun-
dits and make them lab-workers.
In order to rescue the sciences,
we'll change the name of the
chemistry department to "Atomic
Engineering," and the bio depart-
ment to "Life Engineering."
Then we'll hire all the liberal arts
students as lab rats, give the new
atomic engineering department
Gilman Hall to do with what they
will, empty out MSE and make
it into a particle accelerator. Then
we'll hoist the flag which proud-
ly proclaims "Hopkins Institute
of Technology." An added
benefit: since the "The" and the
"Johns" have been eliminated we
won't have to deal with those an-
noying misnomers. For those
who didn't get it the first time:
AS=-$, GWW=$,
JHU =GWW +AS,
JHU-AS =GWW,
GWW =HIT.

ORIENTATION '8811
Applications for STUDENT ADVISOR and TEAM LEADER

are available in the Office of Residential Life.
STUDENT ADVISOR APPLICATION DEADLINE:

TUESDAY, APRIL 19 BY 5:00 PM
Applications should be turned into the Office of

Residential Life. Interviews will be conducted through
Friday, April 29. Sign up now in the Office of

Residential Life.
TEAM LEADER APPLICATIONS ARE DUE:
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 20 BY 5:00 PM

Interviews will be held Saturday, April 23.
Any student interested in being a PARENT AMBASSADOR
should sign-up in the Office of Residential Life as soon as

possible or call Ty Hyderally, Parents' Program
Chairperson, at 889-5145.

Questions??? Call the Office of Residential Life at X-8283.
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ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
All Hopkins events are free unless otherwise noted. Submit entries for consideration by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to the gatehouse. Questions?

Ask Brad 177647

Friday, Apr. 15
11:30 a.m. White House Procrastination Workshop
12 - 6 p.m. SPRING FAIR! Daytime Activities —

Homewood
12:30 p.m. JHMI Chamber Music Society's Woodwind

Octet's mid-day performance — Hurd Hall
6 - 11 p.m. Hopkins Catholic Community music rehear-

sal and social — Newman House
7 p.m. Barnstormers A Funny Thing Happened on

the Way to the Forum with cast also from
Goucher, Peabody Institute. $3 Advance,
$4 Door. — Arellano Theater

7:15 p.m. Conservatiwe Jewish Services — Common
AMR 1

7:30 p.m. 0,ack Student Union and Gospel Choir
sponsor Gospel Jubilee. $3.50; proceeds
go to The Baltimore Homeless Shelter and
The Black Student Union — Shriver

8 p.m. - 1 a.m. Spring Fair Nighttime: Pebbles and the
Barn Barn Boys — Great Hall, Levering

8 p.m. Nippon Students Association Film:
Laputa — Maryland 110

10 p.m. - 1 a.m. Grad Club hosts Johhny Monet and the
Impressionists

Saturday, Apr. 16
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Spring Fair Daytime Activities

11 a.m. Women's lax vs. Franklin & Marshal'
12 & 2 p.m. Film: Documentary: Four Artists: Robert

Ryman, Eva hesse, Bruce Nauman, Susan
Rothenberg — BMA

1 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Washington College
1 & 2:30 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Tiny Tots

Series: Prokofiev's Peter and the Wolf --
Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

2 p.m. Men's Track vs. Ursinus
8 p.m. Spring Fair Concert: The BoDeans. Sold

Out — Shriver
8 p.m. Barnstormers A Funny Thing Happened on

the Way to the Forum — Arellano Theater
10 p.m. - 1 a.m. Spring Fair Nighttime: The Last Picture

Show — Glass Pay
10 p.m. - 1 a.m. Spring Fair Nighttime: Blue Sparks From

Hell — Great Hall, Levering
10 p.m. - 1 a.m. Spring Fair Nighttime: Student Bands:

Donaldo, Boarder Guards, The Quarry --
Chester's Place, Levering

Sunday, Apr. 17
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Spring Fair Daytime Activities

11 a.m. Mass — Glass Pay
1:30 - 5:30 p.m. The Hospital as a Human Institution

Series: Colloquium on Humanizing the
Hospital — Main Floor Auditorium,
Preclinical Teaching Building

3:30 p.m. Chamber Music Society of Baltimore with
cellist Joel Krosnick and pianist Gilbert
Kalish — BMA

8 p.m. Barnstormers A Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum — Arellano Theater

8 p.m. JHMI Committee on Cultural and Social Af-
fairs Lecture: M. Scott Peck: Growing Up
Painfully: The Ongoing Purpose of Pain and
Joy — Shriver

Monday, Apr. 18
3 p.m.
4 p.m.

8 & 10 p.m.

Baseball vs. Towson State
Women's lax vs Notre Dame
Nippon Students Association Film: Godzilla
in Invasion of the Astros — .Arellano
Theater

Tuesday, Apr. 19
8 a.m. • 12 a.m. Class Election Primaries — MSE
8:30 - 4:45 p.m. Blood Drive with extended hours. Free

Dominoe's Pizza. Call x8052 tor apps/info.
— Glass Pay

5 p.m. Orientation Student Advisor application
deadline --- Office of Residential Life

8 p.m. United States Navy Band. Free concert,
but tickets required. Box Office hours: 10
a.m. 6 p.m. weekdays; 12 p.m. - 6 p.m
Saturday. — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

Wednesday, Apr. 20
8:30 - 2:15 p.m. Blood Drive. Free Dominoe's Pizza. Call

x8052 for appts/info. — Glass Pay
12 p.m. Office of Special Events' Wednesday Noon

Series. Classical Guitar Recital with Robert
Klapp — Garrett Room, MSE

3 p.m. Men's and Women's Track and Field vs
York and Western MD

5 p.m. Orientation Team Leader application
deadline — Office of Residential Life

5:30 p.m. Friends of the Library Lecture: Alan
Walker: The Search for Human Fossils in
Africa — Garrett Room, MSE

7 p.m. Women's lax vs. Mary Washington
8 p.m. Jewish Students Association Sponsored

Spirit of Israel Night — AMR Multi
Purpose Room

Thursday. Apr. 21
Senior Informats

3 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Washington
5:15 p.m. Office of Cultural Affairs Conversation

Series: A Panel Discussion: The Future of
Liberal Arts Colleges — Doctor's Dining
Room. Johns Hopkins Hospital

7 p.m. Forum on U.S.-Soviet Relations: The INF
Treaty with Stephen David — Glass Pav

7:30 p.m. Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity and the Dean
of Students present Mark Crispin Miller:
Sexism in Advertising — Arellano Theater

7:30 p.m. Women on Women on Film Series: Jeanne
Delman — Newbury AL ditorium. Mudd

8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Celebrity
Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall

Friday, Apr. 22
Senior Informals

3 p.m. Men's Tennis vs. Franklin & Marshall
7 p.m. Barnstormers: A Funny Thing Happened on

the Way to the Forum. $3 Advance, $4
Door — Arellano Theater

8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF Batman — Shriver
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Young Frankenstein — Shaffer 3

8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Celebrity
Series — Meyerhoff Symphony Hall
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1 Jack of nursery
rhyme

6 Food with lox
11 River adjacent to

Rutgers College
13 Branch of the

military
15 Mouthlike opening
16 City in Texas
17 Sweet potato
18 Whirled around on

one foot
20 Wire measure
21 Actor John
23 Cabs
24 German port
25 Paint substance
27 ---- mother
28 Small brown birds
29 Capital of Iran
31 Part of the body
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32 No one specified
(abbr.)

33 Movie sci-fi
thriller

34 ---- section, in
math

36 Defeat soundly
39 South Pacific

kingdom

40 "L'etat, c'est

41 Sample TV show
43 Burl ----
44 VP Aaron, and

family
46 Emperor or pianist
47 Tennis call
48 Attacks
50 Was victorious
51 Chicago newspaper
53 Following closely

behind
55 Certain Asians
56 Bitter conflicts
57 Hinder
58 Passover dinner

DOWN

1 Former Italian
president

2 Man or monkey
3 Hilly region of

Morocco
4 "Take ---- from me"
5 Unspoken, but

understood
6 "---- in Arms"
7 Like the Gobi
8 Actor Gerard
9 Foes
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10 Permissive
11 Kingly
12 From Carson City
13 Morning, in

Marseilles
14 Disposes of
19 Draft animals
22 Puts up a picture

again
24 Soviet government
26 City in Ohio
28 Young animal
30 Mythical bird
31 ---- Guevara
33 Desires, as for

knowledge
34 ---- wagon

35 Former
36 Angry
37 Shad-like fish
38 Profession of

TV's "Quincy"
39 Slopes
40 Backless slippers
42 Ice device
44 Mistake
45 Data, for short
48 Trumpet attachment
49 "Your majesty"
52 Unit of computer

information
54 Jar part

The Hopkins

NewsoLetter
would like to congratulate next year's editorial staff..

Kathleen McCarthy, Florence Ware Editors
Audrey Gedachian, Julie Levine Business Managers
Diana Zeiger Managing Editor
Jonathan Engler Production Manager
Vensive Lamb, Jonathan Stempel News Editors
Mark W. Stewart Arts Editor
Erica Gum, Eric Ruck Features Editors
Michael Farbowitz, Volney Sheen Science Editors
Richard Bell Books Editor
Patrick Furey, Laura Perlinn Sports Editors
Ilene Jacobs, Rachel Weiss Copy Editors
Ely Brown, John Misa Photo Editors

 INN/ 

Good luck!
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Soring Fair

tri Liberty '88 Ail

Liberty '88 marches!

The Old Guard performs in uniforms similar to those worn by the musicians of the Continental Army.

Old Guard
recalls days of
Revolution

The Old Guard Fife and Drum
Corps is the only unit of its kind
in the armed forces, recalling the
days of the American Revolution
as they parade in uniforms similar
to those worn by the musicians of
the Continental Army. The Corps
is part of the Third United States
Infantry (The Old Guard), sta-
tioned at Fort Myer, Va.
The soldiers of this unit wear

black cocked hats, white wigs,
waistcoats, colonial overalls, and
red greatcoats typical of those
worn by musicians in General
George Washington's Army.
The Drum major of the unit

wears a light infantry cap, and as
a special badge of distinction. he
carries an espontoon, a weapon
carried by infantry officers dur-
ing the eighteenth century. He

Freshman Spring Fair vital vocabulary
Since this is your first Spring

Fair, there are a few terms that
you freshman should be ac-
quainted with. You will not be
tested on these, but if you don't
want to stand out like a sore
freshman, learn these well.

Yukks, Grit: the locals who
will be invading Hopkins this
weekend.

Expensive: the relative
price of just about everything at
Spring Fair.
* Real food: what you can eat

at Spring Fair. Seiler's may be
supplying some of the food, but
they won't be preparing it.

Beer Garden: where you
can't go as a freshman unless you
'find' two forms of ID.

Sally Thorner: anchor-

woman for channel 2 who will
preside at the balloon release.
'See ya later.'

Lawn: remember what it
looked like before Spring Fair,
because it won't be there
afterwards.

Non-profit booths: run by
those who want to increase your
'social awareness.' Learn things
you wouldn't pay anyone to teach

you.
Dogs: Not only do you have

to watch out for flying frisbees on
the Beach, this weekend you have
to watch out for flying dogs chas-
ing flying frisbees.

Abstinence: practiced by
those who don't go to Spring
Fair. They prefer the more sterile
environment of D-level.

uses the espontoon to issue silent
commands to the Corps.
The 70-member Corps uses

eleven-hole wood fifes, hand-
made rope-tensioned drums, and
solid brass bugles—all replicas of
the instruments used during the
late 1700's. The marching
strength of the unit is normally 35
persons. plus the drum major and
support personnel.
The unit performs primarily at

ceremonial functions and parades
including tomorrow's Spring Fair
performance on Garland Field.
They have toured nationwide
numerous times and have toured
in Europe, as well as appearing
at the White House. the World's
Fair, and on national television.
The music played by the Corps

reflects the heritage of the
Revolutionary War era, with col-
onial tunes like "Drums and
Guns,— "British Grenadiers,'
"Hell on the Wabash.— and the
ever popular "Yankee Doodle.—
This music has been carefully
researched from original eigh-
teenth century documents to in-
sure authenticity.
The Corps also thrills au-

diences with new arrangements of
modern tunes and has a breathtak-
ing drum solo that is a real show
of professional dexterity. The
solo is always a highlight
whenever The Old Guard Fife
and Drum Corps performs.
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The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.

Step into an adventure filled with opportunities and challenges. As
part of International Youth Exchange, a Presidential Initiative for peace,
you live abroad with your new host family. Learn new skills. Go to new
schools. Make new friends.

Young people from all segments of American society are
being selected. If you'd like to be one of them, write for more
information on programs, costs and financial aid.

Help bring the world together, one friendship at a time.

A message from The Advertising Council and The International Youth Exchange.

Write: YOUTH EXCILANGE.
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

The fraternity
Phi Gamma Delta

And
The Office of The
Dean of 6tudent8

pre8ent
MAQK CP.I6PIN MILLEQ

Profemor in the
Writing 6eminar8

giving a Lecture on
"&XIVI IN

ADVEMI6ING"
On Thum April 218t, in
the Arellano Theater at

7:30 pm.
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CELEBRATE
ISRAEL'S 40th
ANNIVERSARY
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SPIRIT OF

ISRAEL NIGHT
a

Wednesday, April 20
8 PM. in A.M.R. I
Multi Purpose Room

Sponsored by the
Jewish Student
Association

4

Admission $2.00
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Improvements for the Arellano Theater?

Student perfor-
ming groups ex-
press discontent
with campus
theater facil-
ities, attitude of
administration

by Paul Del Grosso

Earlier this semester the L/V
room was officially dedicated the
Roberto R. Arellano Theater.
With this dedication came a
pledge from President Steven
Muller to make various im-
provements to the Arellano
Theater. These improvements in-
clude sound-proofing, new lights,
and enhancing the stage.
Such a pledge has many in the

theater community on campus
wondering whether the ad-
ministration's attitude toward the
performing arts at Hopkins will
change for the better. However,
considering the tightening budget
of Arts and Sciences, extensive
improvements do not appear to be
in the near future.

Jill McGovern, Senior Assis-
tant ot the President, assured that
"there are plans, but there is no
time set for them." However, she
added that in light of the Arts and
Sciences budget, "the Arellano
Theater is not a priority."
McGovern said that meetings

concerning the budget will take
place during the middle of April,
and definite proposals and discus-
sion about the improvements will
take place at this time.
She said the administration ten-

tatively plans a two-tiered pro-
gram. First, the "inexpensive
repairs," the details of which are
not currently available, will

definitely be completed. Second,
long range plans consisting of
fund raising activities will also be
considered. McGovern could not
say whether the proposed fund
raising would be run by students
or the administration.
On getting the needed changes

done, McGovern said, "It's cer-
tainly something that everyone
wants to do." Students active in
theater at Hopkins agree that im-
provements need to be made, but
there is no consensus of what in
fact should be done.
Kathy Kennedy, president of

the Barnstormers, who attended
the dedication of the Arellano

Theater, said, "President Muller
didn't say the improvements were
tentative." She added that there

"The Arellano
Theater simply
does not meet
our needs."

-Kathy
Kennedy

have been "similar problems
before" with the administration
making promises to Barnstormers
and later not following through.
However, Kennedy believes

that the needs of student theater
at Hopkins go beyond im-
provements to the Arellano
Theater.
"The Arellano Theater is not

a theater but an audio-visual
room," she said. "We can't use
certain props because the univer-
sity won't allow us to screw
anything into the floor, and the
ceiling is too weak to hang
anything from. The Arellano
Theater simply does not meet our
needs."
When asked what the perform-

ing arts community at Hopkins

does need: "We definitely need
a new theater. I realize with the
budget problems it won't happen
soon, but we need changes now."
Aimee Hunt is vice-president

of Barnstormers and founder of
Outlet, a workshop for students
interested in directing, improvisa-
tion, and writing. She agrees that
"the Arellano Theater is not a
good theater."

In addition to problems men-
tioned by Kennedy, Hunt cites
poor acoustics and the odd shape
of the Arellano Theater.
Hunt said, "The administration

has no interest in theater. I doubt
there will be any significant
changes made to the Arellano
Theater."
Hunt believes that the perfor-

ming arts cause needs a concerted
lobbying effort under the direc-
tion of the Writing Seminars and
English departments.
Jason Katz, a member of both

Barnstormers and Outlet, agreed
that the current condition of the
Arellano Theater creates dif-
ficulties for many dramatic
productions.
"It's hard to use the Arellano

Theater for musicals because the
stage is so small," he said.
"The administration shows its

apathy by putting a new carpet in
the theater and then forbids us
from using wings for the stage
because they think it will damage
the new carpet."
However, Katz does not

believe a new performing arts
center is necessarily the answer.
"There is a lot of apathy among
the administration and some
students," he said. "There needs
to be more interests in theater
before a performing arts center is
built."
Kennedy disagrees. "The in-

terest is there. It's the facilities
that are lacking, not the interest."
"Barnstormers' record in the

past three years has been rising
audiences," she said.
Kennedy did concede that "stu-

dent interest could expand more,"
but said, "the Hopkins communi-

The Barn: where Hopkins theater groups do not perform. News-Letter hie

ty is moving toward better tine
arts awareness."
"If a new theater were built

right now we would fill the
seats," she said. "Many Hopkins
students coming from high
schools with good performing
arts programs laugh at our
facilities and don't get involved.
The poor facilities suppress the
interest.
Hunt agrees, saying, "The stu-

dent interest is there. It just hasn't
been sufficiently tapped."
While Katz conceded that a

performing arts center "would be
nice," he believes it is not entire-
ly necessary.
"Shriver Hall and the Arellano

Theater would be sufficient if
Barnstormer and Outlet had more
funds." he said.

See THEATER, 18

Music . . . From The Streets To The Stars
RECORD WORLD

12eXtrA 10/17114PJ C{Ctititt
...WITH RECORD WORLD'S

NEW AND DEVELOPING ARTIST PROGRAM,
THE BEST OF TODAY'S NEW MUSIC.

T BONE BUR.NE'FT
THE TALKING ANIMALS

Including
The Kil oon/Monkey Deno* Mk,
The Wild 1h/th/PutatcoMmet

Dance, Dance,

• THE
WOODENTOPS
WOODEN FOOT COPS
ON THE HIGHWAY

Including
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Army ROTC Field Training Exercise. .
"Organization is vital, so is
morale. If soldiers do things
in synch they look good, it
improves morale and
pride."
by Adil Al-Shabkhoun

It was Saturday, 4:45 a.m., and
I was running late. My room-
mates were already dressed, and
now I had to figure out how to put
on my pants. Luckily, my room-
mate, Raymond DeGennaro,
helped me out. "Pull the ankle
gatherers tight, but don't tie
them, tuck them into your boots,
do the same with your boot
laces." I finished dressing,
grabbed the rucksack I had pack-
ed the night before and started
walking to the ROTC building.
When I got there things were
already swarming.
About 45 students, mostly

juniors, were getting ready for
their last, all-Hopkins Field
Training Exercise (FTX) before
going off to a six week Advanc-
ed Camp at Fort Bragg, North
Carolina.
This would be their last chance

to work on the practical military
maneuvers on which they would
be scrutinized at the camp.
Lieutenant Colonel Morris, who
heads the ROTC at Hopkins, ex-
plained what Advanced Camp
would mean to these students.
"Active Duty commissions are
very competitive," said Morris,
"there are 8000 Army ROTC
graduates a year, but only 3500

Active Duty commissions
available annually." Those not
selected for Active Duty, instead
of serving four years full-time,
have to serve eight years in the
Reserves. "To get an Active Du-
ty commission," Morris con-
tinued, "a cadet has to have a
high academic GPA, a high
ROTC GPA, and a high score
from the leadership evaluation at
Advanced Camp."
At Advanced Camp, these

students are assigned to an infan-
try platoon of 40 cadets, careful-
ly selected so that no two
members come from the same
school. ("Leaders are chosen at
random and continually change,"
explained Morris.)
When I walked into the

building, the first thing I had to
do was fill my canteen and then
stand in line to be issued a
flashlight, sleeping bag, and
MRE's (The official translation
was "Meals Ready to Eat"
although I later learned that to
many it stood for, "Meals Re-
jected by Everyone.") These
MRE's came in heavy brown
plastic bags, with enough plastic
and paper packing material to get
a tank to burn. Cadet Sargeant
Major Karen Nixon, a junior,
helped me get ready. She told me
to tape my flashlight to my
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Learn to appreciate the Terrace Room: you could be eating dehydrated pork patties in the middle of a field.

rucksack and to break down my
MRE's. "You'll want to put
these in your pockets; you don't
know when you'll get a chance to
eat. Often you have to eat on the
move, and you won't have time
to look through your rucksack,"
Nixon explained.

I got everything stowed away
and was then assigned to Bravo
Company. Looking around, all I
saw were ordinary looking
Hopkins students, including cute
looking girls and geeky looking
guys—students who, if you had
not known, you might have never
been able to guess that they were
in ROTC. Making sure that
everything was ready, I started to

ask the other cadets questions, but
they seemed more interested in
why I was going with them on the
FTX. I explained that I was with
the News-Letter, writing an arti-
cle on ROTC at Hopkins, when
someone with a thick Brooklyn
accent told the group, "This bet-
ter be good, 'cause this is my last
FTX." The Cadet First Sargeant,
Frank Walden told me, "You'll
have fun." I was not really sure.
We were called to attention,

and one of my roommates, Cadet
Lieutenant Colonel Michael
Kwan, addressed the cadets. He
explained that the plans had been
changed because of lack of train-
ing space. There were going to be

three other battalions at Gun-
powder Military Reservation that
day, and Kwan warned the bat-
talion, "You will not harass the
other ROTC battalions, you will
not harass the medical battalion,
and, most importantly, you will
not harass my Marines." He said
the last part of his warning with
a slight touch of sarcasm.
As we were marching out of

the building and getting into two
trucks, somebody remarked on
the alteration in plans, "That's
change number one thousand and
four; you'll get used to it."

It was forty-five degrees, and
once we were on the interstate,
the winds were at sixty miles an

See ROTC, 19

Improvements to theater facilities
not matching increasing interest
THEATER, from 17

Shriver Hall. which contains a
larger theater than the Arellano
Theater, is not used by Barn-
stormers or Outlet because of its
high costs. The administration re-
quires that anyone who uses the
Shriver facilities must also hire a
staff of technical and maintenance
workers.
"Shriver is completely out of

our reach," said Kennedy. "We
just don't have the funds."
Barnstormers and Outlet

receive their funds from the Stu-
dent Activities Council. hut it too
has a limited budget.
"Financially, the SAC has

been wonderful to Barn-
stormers." Kennedy said. "But
when it comes to lighting, sound-
proofing, and stage im-
provements, the money just isn't
there. It has to come from the
administration."

Shriver Hall and the Arellano
Theater are not the only options
for the Hopkins' theater corn-
Muni. The Etamplucivait next to
the Eisenhower Library, is a
small, free standing theater right

on campus. However, the univer-
sity leases this theater to an in-
dependent theater organization,
Theater Hopkins, thus preventing
student drama groups from using
it. But. there are differing opi-
nions concerning the usefulness
of the Barn if access to it were
given to Outlet and Barnstormers.

"The Arellano
Theater is not a
priority."
-Jill McGovern,
Senior Assistant
to the President

Some plays would work well
in the Barn," said Katz, "but
there is no backstage to the Barn.
The Arellano Theater is just as
good as the Barn."
Kennedy agrees that the

usefulness of the Barn is limited.
"When Barnstormers was

smaller, it was great. but we are
too big now. We have to use the
Arellano Theater now."
Hunt disagrees, saying, "The

Barn is better than the Arellano
Theater. It has more room than
people think. It's. unfortunate we
have very limited access to it.—
Despite differing opinions

about what must he done to im-
prove the performing arts at
Hopkins. it is clear that there is
a definite interest among the stu-
dent body for unproved facilities.
The emergence of Outlet as new
theater group this year. the rising
:ittendance at student productions.
and the very popular productions
of plays written, directed and
acted by students taking Edward
Albee's drama courses all are
testaments to a definite interest in
the performing arts among the
student body.

Katz summed up the problem,
saying, ''There are a lot of
talented people who put a lot of
time and money into theater at
Hopkins. It would he nice to
spend more time thinking about
the quality of the shows than wor-
rying about financial problems.::
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. . . Tactics as a tool to develop officers
ROTC, from 18

hour plus. In the darkness of the
canvas covered truck-bed, people
were betting on who would com-
mand the highlight of the FTX,
the night raid. "Two-to-one on
Fenzel," someone said; the odds-
makers were hard at work. Karen
Grennon, a senior cadet, was sit-
ting next to me, and explained the
light-natured conversation was
not uncommon. "We spend so
much time together, it's in-
evitable that some of your best
friends are also in ROTC."
On the way I dug into my

pocket and pulled out an MRE
cookie. Sweet and bland, it tasted
like it was made of plaster of
paris and sugar.
We finally got off the trucks

and assembled into squads and
stood around. My fingers and
toes hurt from the cold. I had ten
pockets on my uniform, none of
which were designed for warm-
ing my hands.
The cadets started training at

7:30 a.m. by doing some D & C
(Drill and Ceremony, i.e. mar-
ching), I took the opportunity to
talk with Major Hawkins, who in-
structs the senior cadets about the
theory behind marching around a
parking lot. "It has a lot to do
with the confidence that the men
have in you," explained
Hawkins. "Organization is vital,
so is morale. If soldiers do things
in sync, they look good; it im-
proves morale and pride. The
more they practice, the better
they'll look. . . hopefully. The
juniors will be graded on leader-
ship this summer, partly on how
well they command D&C.

I rejoined Bravo Company
when they were preparing to do
a practical land navigation test.
Everyone was given a different
set of four points on a 2.5
kilometer course. The objective
was to find your way from point
to point given only the compass
headings and distances. I went
with Ray, crossing creeks, down
one side of ravines and up the
other. I was very hungry and

decided to eat some breakfast, a
dehydrated pork patty. "It's bet-
ter if you don't reconstitute it,"
remarked Ray. Frankly, I don't

see how it could have been much
worse.
We finished the course and did

some more D&C. This time I
joined in.
At noon we broke for chow.

We had twenty minutes we could
almost call our own. By that time
I was famished, although at least
the weather had started to warm
up. I had some fortified crackers
that looked like ceiling tiles, ap-
plesauce, and some dry fortified
cocoa mix, which, as Cadet First
Sergeant Wan Kim told me,
"tastes like malted milk balls."
Practkally everything was for-
tified, even the instant coffee. I
couldn't imagine what it would be
like to live on MRE's for more
than a day.. Those who had, told
me that constipation was the
eventual nemesis of MRE-ridden

battallions. What else could you

expect from eating virtually
fiberless food that tasted better
dehydrated?
"There's some gum in your

MRE," said Cadet SFC
Stephanie Spengler. "They put it

in there for a reason." I fished it

out and bit into it. Even the gum
4 was dehydrated. It broke into
pieces before eventually becom-
ing chewable. After chow we
marched around the parking lot
for another hour.

I was still trying to find out why
these students were in ROTC. It
was obvious that not everyone
was gung-ho on joining the army.
During chow, one cadet asked if
anyone had some aspirin, joking-
ly adding, "I always get a
headache when I put on a
uniform. Must be the starch."
Colonel Morris later filled me

in on the obvious answer. "There

are only 12,000 Army ROTC
scholarships yearly; they're very
competitive. Most students in

Hopkins' ROTC are on scholar-

ship. The drop-out rate is
relatively low. We start the year
with around 110 cadets, and by

Army ROTC's standing eagerly anticipating their next orders.

the end we usually have 80. Some
don't get the scholarships they
want, mostly freshmen and
sophomores, and some leave the
university.—
, Soon, however, the real field
training started. We were issued
M-16's with blank adaptors, for-
ty rounds of blanks, and a dum-
my cord, one end of which was
tied to the rifle, the other tied to
our belts. Cadet ISG Patrick
Lynch explained, "A rifle is a
sensitive item. You'll do push-
ups if you drop it, fire it accident-
ly, or leave it for a moment." We
camouflaged our faces and left
for the TAX (Tactical Application
eXercise) lanes.
The first lane to which my

squad was assigned was reaction
to contact, which included sniper
fire, artillery fire, and near and
far ambushes. This was not a
game. Afterwards, the seniors,
Cadet Captains Jodi Nocholosi

Adil Al-Shabkhoun

Two excited-looking ROTC'ers contemplate the prospect of eating nothing but MRE's. Don't they look like
they're having fun?

and Steve Angerthal, who ran the
lane, wasted no time in construc-
tively criticizing the mistakes of
the juniors.
Next we moved through the

muddy woods to have Cadet Ma-
jor Doug McPherson explain the
practical subtleties of staging a
hasty ambush. After that, my legs
were scratched up from walking
through the brush, but it was not
until the last TAX lane that I
realized how bad the brush could
get.
Cadet Captain Todd Baker ex-

plained our objective for the last
lane: reconnaissance of some
electrical towers. Throughout the
attack lanes, seniors and
freshmen had the role of being
OPFOR (OPposition FORces). In
this lane we were supposed to
clandestinely determine if the
towers were guarded, and if so,
by how many OPFORs. Tom
Henkel was put in command of
this operation. I was chosen to ac-
company Henkel on the mission.
Things were going fine until he
and I were at the edge of the
woods, taking note of the situa-
tion. There were two OPFORs
posting guard at the tower.
Crouching low in the under-

brush, Henkel had a thorn pierce
his earlobe. When I tried to
unhook him, we were spotted and
fired on. We quickly pulled out
and made our way back to the
base that had been set up. It was
only later that I realized I had
scratched my legs on some barb-
ed wire on our escape route.
The exercise was now com-

pleted. We marched back to the
parking lot. I realized that
everyone had been scratched by
the brush. "We have some minor
injuries, some cuts by the brush
most typically, but nothing
serious. The Army is very safety
conscious," explained Morris.
When we got back, we were in-

formed that the night raid had
been cancelled because of lack of
space. Kwan later explained,
"The guy who ran Gunpowder
retired, and his replacement did
not notice we were scheduled to

use the reserve. Basically, our
paperwork got lost in the shuf-
fle." It was decided that we
should get back into the trucks
and finish the exercise at
Hopkins. Instead of doing a night
raid, the cadets would have to
plan it out fully.
Everybody was exhausted as

we lumbered towards the trucks
until senior cadet major Ed Marsh
told us we had thirty seconds to
get stowed away. Somehow, we
did it.
The ride back to Hopkins was

quieter than the ride out. We got
back at quarter to seven.
"You've got two minutes to get
into the building," yelled Marsh
Everybody started moving.
Marsh briefed the cadets on the
patrol order and assigned the
commands to the cadets.
For the next six hours the

cadets worked on the platoon
order, and upon completing it,
they turned to the tedious task of
cleaning the rifles. At 3:15 a.m.
the FTX was over and the cadets
went home.
The cadets had done a lot that

day, but it was not just an exer-
cise in endurance. "Hopkins
comes in the top ten of all the
schools that go to Advanced
Camp," explained Morris, "due
mainly to the combination of the
caliber of students, the etxtent of
the training, and the enthusiasm.
The seniors set up and carried out
this exercise, so the leadership is
passed along.
"The idea is not to make infan-

try commanders out of these
cadets but to use tactics as a tool
to develop officers. We put them
in stressful situations and see how
they lead, how people react to
them. Are they forceful and ag-
gressive? And if things go wrong,
do they fall apart or adjust?"
Morris added.

Despite occasional jokes, it was
obvious that everybody took the
exercise seriously. To these
students ROTC is not merely an
extracurricular, it is a part of col-
lege that determines what their
futures will hold after graduation.
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Arts 

Phil's Spring Fair Music Guide
Okay gang, we've got lots of

stuff to choose from, and I proud-
ly present my consumers' guide
to help you decide. Be forewarn-
ed, however, this is not a
review—I'm just telling you what
the folks do, not if they're any
good or not. If you want a
review, wait till next week,
because I've promised to be nice.

FRIDAY

8 p.m.-1 a.m., Gilman Quad:
"The Bud Lite Outdoor Party."

Black Cow—a New York bas-
ed band containing several
Peabody students. Your typical
college-party standards, including
stuff from the Dead, Talking
Heads, Police, Bob Marley, The
Beatles, as well as some originals
that span all musical genres
The Bash—although a demo

was unavailable a press time, this
local band is well known for it's
cover of old standards.

8 p.m.-1 a.m., The Great Hall:
Pebbles and the Barn-Barn

Boys—your favorite Top 40
covers from Madonna to the Pet
Shop Boys.
8 p.m.-1 a.m., Chester's Place:

Student bands The Natives and
The Stir.

SATURDAY

8 p.m.-10 p.m. Shriver Hall:

The BoDeans with special guest
Treat Her Right—the BoDeans
were chosen as the top new band
in the Rolling Stone Readers'
Poll, and you may remember that
I reviewed Treat Her Right's new
album the week before last. I lik-
ed it.

10 p.m.-1 a.m.. The Great Hall:
Blue Sparks from Hell—these

guys sing songs with choruses
like "kids today will never know
what its like to drive a real man's
car," and they mean it.

10 p.m.-1 a.m., The Glass
Pavilion:
The Last Picture Show—last

week's City Paper reviewed their
album, and said it better than I
can here. One of Baltimore's
premier original bands.

10 p.m.— 1 a.m. Chester's Place:
Student bands Donaldo and the

Border Guards and The Quarry.

Okay, gang, there it is. Go check
it out, and don't do anything rd
do, for God's sake.

The Bash (left to right): Andy Bopp, Bart Robins, Wright Stil
and Joe Salvia.

thirtysomething: Signs of life on TV
by Mark W. Stewart

It's not just me. I'm fairly cer-
tain of that. Hum a few bars of
"The Brady Bunch" theme and
,see who responds. Next time
you're in class ask the person
next to you if they remember the
episode where Marsha gets her
nose broken and .s embarassed to
show herself to her boyfriend.
Try to think of who used to own
Arnold's before Fonzie and Al.
(Arnold, of course. That was too
easy, I know.) The point I'm try-
ing to get across is that our
generation's minds are crammed
with this kind of information. It
seems silly at first to suggest that
Laverne and Shirley is important
in recognizing who we are, and
yet it is a significant point of
reference. Television programing

from the late sixties to the
eighties, as awful as it most often
was. forms the basis of our
cultural and generational identi-
ty. We are not the first generation
to grow up with television, but we
are the first to exist within the
tableau/universe that the
televisual media generates.
So, when we notice an aberra-

tion in the fabric of that universe,
we are quick to notice. For exam-
ple, compared to the drivel of the
seventies, some of the recent crop
of network series could be con-
sidered high art. I say some
because television's hit to miss
ratio is still not that much better.
Still, a number of shows this year
appeal to a level of maturity
almost inconceivable as of ten
years ago.
One show in particular has

taken me by surprise with its
quality. thirtysomething features
a cast of well-groomed, well-
paid, successful yuppies trying to
work their way through the com-
plexities of modern life. When
first heard of the show's premise,
I instantly hated it. I, like many
people, normally foam at the
mouth when I hear about the
plight of those young urban pro-
fessionals or see them tooling
around in their sturdy Volvos (I
always thought of them as latter-
day Volkswagens.

Yet from the first episode I
could not bring myself to con-
demn it. I tried hard, but in the
end,- I could come to no other
conclusion. Here was an in-
telligently made, superbly
crafted, sensitive portrayal of a
small group of friends. The fact

Biloxi Blues:
Simon's latest journey to the past
by John Park

In some regard, credibilty has
always been a problem for
playwright Neil Simon. His work
has always been richly humorous
and entertaining, but where, his
critics wondered, was the
humanity, nay, the profundity of
what he was trying to say.
Take last year's Brighton

Beach Memoirs. A loosely
autobiographical account of
Simon's childhood, the play (and
film) bore the same smart situa-
tional dialogue upon which Simon
has made his name, but really,
wasn't the work a tad self-
indulgent, the romantic recall of
a reluctantly aging old man'? If it
doesn't outrightly answer the
question, Simon's latest chapter
in his remembrance of things
past, Biloxi Blues, offers a strong
argument for the value of
nostalgia.
Simon's latest film, (which also

was an enormously successful
Broadway play) Biloxi Blues is

yet another loosely autobio-
graphical remembrance of the
author's time in a boot camp in
Biloxi Mississippi. Here, Simon
eschews the didacticism which
has plagued the recent spate of
war films and in its stead offers
a desire to discover the pathos,
and humor, in the situation which
began his manhood. Wisely
choosing to adapt the original
script for the screen himself,
Simon manages to retain Biloxi's
warm, subtle, and highly engag-
ing presence.
Indeed, it is this very presence

which proves to be Biloxi's forte.
One can feel the tacit naivete of
a nineteen-year-old about to be
taught how to kill another man;
it pervades the film and provides
much of the comic spark. But it
is not Germans and Japanese
which plague the mind of young
Brooklynite Eugene Jerome
(Matthew Broderick). He realizes
sex in a Biloxi prostitute and love
in a virginal Catholic school girl,
seeing that, more often than not,

the two are mutually exclusive.
He must reconcile his need for ac-
ceptance with his Jewish heritage.
And most of all, he must find the
passion and responsibity which
will nurture his fledgling desire
to be a writer. Such concerns in
the hands of a lesser writer could
have seemed pretentious and sil-
ly, but Simon approaches them
with an attitude that is both wry
and unassuming, and it is that
which gives Biloxi dimension and
breadth. World War II, for
Simon. was not a time for cathar-
sis, but merely growing up.
Performances all-around are

excellent. Broderick, recast in the
role he played on Broadway,
plays with just enough innocence
(the scene with the prostitute is
especially humorous), and
displays the cool timing of a
seasoned comic, while
Christopher Walken inspires both
fear and humor as the most
casually sinister and sardonic of
all drill sargeants.

4iat they were yuppies was almost
6esides the point These were, or
at least they seemed to be, ge-
nuine people. Their problems, too,
seemed to be honest, so much so
:hat I found myself beginning to
identify with some of the
characters. Producers Marshall
Herskovitz and Edward Zwick
have obvious;v gone to great
pains to assure the quality of the
show. They eschew the kind of
rote topicality that other serious
programs use to give their scripts
weight. Instead, they address the
classic problems of modern life:
.he difficulty of balancing a
career with a marriage, profes-
sional jealousy, fidelity, and
marital breakups, among others.
And, unlike other shows, they
seem unafraid to leave situations
and conflicts unresolved, allow-
ing them to develop further
through later episodes. Without
going nto explicit detail (and
there's plenty that could be done),

suffice to say that this kind of ex-
tended continuity is absolutely
vital to the show's unusual blend
of realism and fantasy.
The show is not without its

flaws. There are times when the
plot becomes excessively contriv-
ed and cute, and the lighting,
while generally good, can
become a little too picturesque to
be believable. (People have ac-
tually been known to glow from
time to time.) Considering that
this is the show's first season,
however, they've done a
remarkable job. I advise you to
check it out on your own and
soon. TV shows are not often
known for their longevity.
Moonlighting is a perfect exam-
ple of a show whose time has
come and gone. Quality is dif-
ficult to keep up on such a rapid
time table. and I can't see that
thirtysomething will be an
exception.

/ .....

Dream Disc

; I. "Baby Judy"; Hawaiian Pups.
Split Second Timing.

By Philip Smith
I don't usually dream about

discs, but when I do this it is pro-
bably about as much fun as I
have. . . . Best listened to while

. lying on a bed of nails.

2. "Twist"; Tones on Tail, Pop!
(PVC)

3. "Ghost Town"; The Specials,
Ghost Town 12 (Chrysalis)

4. "Cascade Waltz"; Can, Flow
Motion (EMI)

Pink. What Noise (Magnet)

6. "Bimbo"; Yell-o, Claro Que
Si (Vertigo)

7. "Love On A Real Train";
Tangerine Dream, Dream Se-
quence (Relativity)

8. "It's For You"; Pat Metheny
and Lyle Mays, As Falls Wichita,
So Falls Wichita falls (ECM)

9. ."Doot Doot"; Freur, Doot
Doot (Epic)

i 1. "Mediterranean Sundance";
John McLaughlin, Paco DeLucia,
and Al DiMeola. Friday Night In
San Francisco (Columbia). "Greenham"; Kissing the
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The Flip Side by Phil Gochenour
With the rise of videos over the

past decade, the interaction of the
visual and aural has become in-
creasingly important for film-
makers, especially those film-
makers who hope to capture a
large portion of the youth au-
dience. The success of such films
as Pretty in Pink has turned as
much on the strength of the film
as on the strength of the
soundtrack—when the ticket sales
fall off, you can still count on
subsidiary sales from the sound-
track album. For this reason, and
because any film that wants a
youth audience has to be hip, as
much thought goes into the
soundtrack as the film itself.
There are two basic approaches

that directors can take: they can
go with established songs that
have already attracted a follow-
ing, or they can commission
songs especially for the film.
Rick Rubin (Def Jam Recor-

dings), musical supervisor for
Less than Zero, decided to play
it both ways. Using such
established songs as "Rock and
Roll All Nite," "In-A-Gadda-
Da-Vida," "Rockin' Pneumonia
and the Boogie-Woogie Flu,"
and "Hazy Shade of Winter," he
put a new spin on the oldies by
having them recorded, respec-
tively, by such hot and happenin'
groups as Aerosmith, Poison,
Slayer, and the Bangles. The
result is a very progressive sound
married to proven material. Add
in originals by such artists as
Public Enemy, L.L. Cool 1, and
Joan Jett and the Black Hearts,
and what you get is an album that
manages to be very cutting edge,
while still sounding very ex-
perienced and solid. Perhaps the
biggest critiqfie of this album is
that some of the music is a bit in-
congruous, like Roy Orbison's
"Life Fades Away" being sand-

wiched between Aerosmith and
Poison. In the case of these
subtler tunes, however, they pro-
vide a stark contrast to the fren-
zy that surrounds them, and since
they all deal with rather heavy
subjects like death and love, they
might be seen as the moments of
introspection in an otherwise
crazed environment. In all, Rubin
has done an excellent job of com-
piling music that works in terms
of the film, while still providing
something for all the music en-
thusiasts who'll buy the
soundtrack.
Probably no one, however, has

as much experience in combining
hip music with film as John
Hughes, the king of the
"youthploitation" film. All of
Hughes' films have featured
soundtracks that sold as well as
the film, at least in part because
he knows enough about music to
pick up on what's popular—and,

Amy Reiter on
the Musical Showcase
by Amy Reiter

Voices, guitars, pianos, syn-
thesizers, accordions, bagpipes.
There were a helluvalot of kinds
of music heard in Shriver last
Thursday night.
And there are a helluvalot of

musically talented people here at
Hopkins. Mostly, though, you'd
never know it. Once a year you
have the chance to find out just
who's been hiding some rare gift.
Last Thursday night, the annual
Musical Showcase brought about
50 Hopkins students onto the
Shriver Hall stage.
A Union Sound guy was heard

to mutter, "Geeze, this show gets
better and better every year."
This year, for the first time,

performers had to audition for a
place in the line-up. The audience
was thus ensured of at least a non-
painful evening. No warblers or
plunkers allowed. The show
came off as pretty professional.
And the musicians had a chance

to get out of their solitary prac-
tice rooms and their garages at
least once before the perfor-
mance. Backstage, nerves were
apparent but not overwhelming.
Yeah, there's some competition

involved, but mostly the students
performed for the chance to go
public with their talents. Each act
ran about six minutes, one or
two songs. This gave the per-
former a chance to show his stuff
without requiring an extensive
repertoire. It was a "best of..
show. You just know how much
practice has gone into each
performance.
The performers were judged in

five categories: Classical, Pop,
Rock, Miscellaneous, and Best
Overall Performer. This year's
official winners were Michelle
Paneda, Erika Horsey, The Ur-
ban Undertones (Luca Sergio,

Doug Arm, David Dudley, Mark
Feingold, Paul Mullin),
Spreadin' the Wori Jazztet (Mike
Greenfield, Mike Datta, Mike
Dante, Dexter Taylor, Dwayne
Irvin, Daryl Parker, Felix Wat-
son, Jeremy Blynn), and Andrew
Moffit, respectively. Their names
will be engraved in the Musical
Showcase plaque, soon to be
posted outside the Office of
Residential Life which sponsored

the show.
See, but the thing is that really

everybody in the show deserved

a big medal. It took a lot to get
up and show the school what you

usually just do in private.

Vulnerability is the word for this

show. That, and sincerity. There
was no mistaking these students'
devotion to music.
Even though the advertising

was mostly limited to the
freshman dorm area, turnout for
the show was sufficient to provide
an appreciative, if intimate, au-
dience. The people who found
their way to Shriver were not
dissappointed.
OK, so maybe you missed it

this year. But that's just the beau-
ty of it. It's annual. Next year
you'll have a chance to redeem
yourself. Who knows what's in
store for you? Dancing bears,
maybe?

in cases of films like Pretty in
Pink, it was the music that sold
the film. Hughes might have
struck out, however, with his new
film, She's Having a Baby. The
problem's not with the music.
Hell, with originals by folks like
Dave Wakeling (General Public,
the English Beat) and unreleased
tracks by groups like Love and
Rockets and XTC, followed up
with such reliable stand-bys as
Bryan Ferry and Kate Bush, this
soundtrack boasts enough
material to send any sixteen-year-
old into a "hipness overdose."
The problem is, do the people
who listen to this music want to
see a film about yuppies getting
married and having a kid? It
seems that Hughes might be
shooting for one audience with
his screenplay and another entire
audience with the soundtrack.
Such a strategy would draw in
two unrelated audiences, but it

also weakens the film since it
seems difficult to resolve the
serious tone of the film with the
arrested adolescence of the
soundtrack. If Hughes was in-
terested in attracting an older au-
dience with his material, perhaps
he should have re-thought his
soundtrack, and aimed at a slight-
ly older, more sophisticated au-
dience. Don't get me wrong—it's
a fine compilation that holds
together well, and it features
enough new stuff to make it worth
buying, but it just seems out of
place with the content of the film.
I don't know, maybe I should try
getting married and having a kid,
and then see what music I like—
maybe I would start feeling
nostalgic for some Love and
Rocket, who knows?

Arts Calendar
MUSIC

The Peabody Camerata will
present a concerto on Tuesday,
April 19, at 8:15 p.m. in the
Miriam Friedberg Concert Hall.
Admission is free.
The Chamber Music Society of

Baltimore will wind up its season
with a performance on Sunday,
April 17, at 3:30 p.m. in the
Baltimore Museum of Art. Stu-
dent tickets are $6.

Classical guitarist Robert
Klapp will perform at noon in the
Garret Room on Wednesday,
April 20. Admission is free.
Don't forget all the musical

events at Spring Fair—read on for
Phil's musical preview.

THEATRE

The Spotlighters Theatre of 817
S. St. Paul St. presents Love
Song, an original musical pro-
duction. For ticket information
call 752-1225.

SPRING FAIR

Even though WWF and the
Senior Class Film series have
taken a hiatus for the weekend,
there is going to be plenty to do
right here on campus with The
Spring Fair. Be sure to check out
the Gilman, Shriver, and Decker
Garden Stages throughout the
weekend for various musical and
theatrical events. Pick up an of-
ficial Liberty '88 program to find
out whats happening where and
when. Have a great time!
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Beezub

The earth and sky split
asunder, oceans roll and
moucttains and mountains
quake at the force of the
salutations which I now call on
to sen your way. I had to send
a note to make sure that the
true love of friendship has not

• faded, since I do not hear from
many of us anymore, and there
are few left. I recollect those
days at the academy with
renewed vigor even as I write.
I remember Beezub and you
and myself on that mountain
not too many summers ago.
Beezub had those old flat sol-
ed cowboy boots, and all it
took was one good push from
the two of us to send him
skating down the mountain-
side, his joyous screams mixed
with ones of terror as his cloud
of dust faded into the dusk.
I draw on these visions out

of a mind clouded with
alcoholic fondness of a youth
that will live forever in the ar-
ticles about the academy
which I have been asked to
write, by the new administra-
tion. How do you like that? No
longer shall the young men be
trained by the headmaster and
the deans and the
schoolmasters, but by prin-
cipals and teachers and
counselors. The education of
the masses has been inflicted
upon our alma mater like some
kind of cancer, which will

siege of the capital had come
to a bloody finale after a thirty-
day standstill. He seemed
distraught over what he had
seen and wrote only of the last
days we had spent together.

I sensed a drunken quality to
his ramblings and could not
pin down exactly which wrong
detour his mind had taken to
become so lost in a sandstorm
of memories. He also re-
counted the ride down the
mountain that day, but his nar-
rative did not carry the usual
fondness that often punctuated
many of Beezub's recollection.
It was as if the kind and gen-
tle nature had been excised by
a violent and swift blade, leav-
ing a vacant abyss, flooded
with an uncharacteristic
cheerless disposition.

I am asking you to tell me
what you think of all of this,
since you chose to lead a more
stable life, going into your
father's business like we
always knew you would. Can
we be blamed for carrying out
our youthful dreams of
adventure?
Sensing the distraught

nature of Beezub, I asked him
to come and visit my cabin un-
til the cold snap of late fall
would drive us either back to
civilization or to another
assignment or adventure. He
sent a reply sooner than I
would have thought possible,

s ow y sprea into the ranks o
the alumni until our memories
of the green lawns and-
monumental buildings shall
dwindle into nothingness.

I have been having trouble,
though. The memories are set-
tling out too thickly. The sedi-
ment of a life crashing bet-
ween the major cities of the
world, covering battles and
adventures from here to the
verge of insanity has left the
days I now seek obscured by
other layers. I can truly see
what those days were, but I
build castles out of the mud,
and I don't want my work to
be seen as a foil's reminiscient
vision of a lost time. I would
believe you if you told me that
you understand what I am
relating, but there is something
which you must know first.

I feel a sense of deja vu while
writing to you, since the letter
I received from Beezub mir-
rors my own sentiments. He
had just returned from
Afghanistan, where the rebel

and it was strangely signed,
"Beezub the Wanderer."

I arrived at the cabin several
days in advance and
straightened things up, stock-
ing the pantry with some
marinated meats, which I
remember Beezub had ac-
quired a taste for in New
Guinea, and with a case of
bourbon, which I have become
accustomed to. The fall was
just settling in, so the day was
cool and mosquito free as
Beezub arrived, the sun in the
tops of the yellow and red
trees. He walked from the old
Ranger jeep with the swagger
of a young man, and tossed his
bag up on the porch. With a
smooth motion he vaulted up
the steps and gripped me in a
fierce hug.
He said something about

how much weight I had gain-
ed, then clasped my hand and
shook it vigorously until I
thought it would snap.
"Looks like the years in the

field have treated you well,

11)y jaan Naktin
wanderer."
Beezub looked grimly at me

then a large grin broke across
his tan face. "The years in the
field were hell." The smile was
big.
I decided not to talk about

it until he was ready, so I
changed the subject. "Look,
why don't we eat, then we can
try our luck at old Lawson
back by the railroad tracks."
Beezub's smile grew im-

possibly larger, but this one
was full of the warmth and
mirth which I now crave so
desperately. "You mean to tell
me that you still haven't land-
ed that old bastard, even after
your year fishing on the Kayuk
river with the O'Hara expedi-
tion? Hell, of course we can go
and give it a try."
Both of us broke out

laughing at the idea of going
after the trout which we had
named after the headmaster in
our youth at the academy. I
didn't know if he was still
alive, but it would be good to
go and find out. If he was
there, Beezub and I were
determined, as always, to catch
him.
Beezub told me about a re-

cent fishing trip as he fixed us
a couple drinks. "The stream
we had been following was full
of salmon. A few of us had
been smart enough to bring
our fly rods, and the action

was incredib e. At one point
was wading in mid-stream up
to my nuts in freezing water
when a huge Koho took off
with my fly. I got dragged in up
to my armpits before I landed
him. I carried him back above
my head, my knife stuck in his
skull. That was the best dinner
I had the whole summer."
We sat on the porch in high

back chairs while the meat
sizzled on the grill. Beezub still
had the lean build of his
younger day, and wore a white
shirt tucked crisply into tan
shorts. His hair was combed
back and blond from the odd
months of the desert sun,
which had also left him with a
leathery complexion, from
behind which his eyes twinkl-
ed in the fall air.

I still sensed a great wall in
him, behind which stormed
the minions of whatever
tempest assailed him. The on-
ly relief afforded him was to
talk about some of his earlier
adventures. He spoke fondly

not only of his fishing expedi-
tions, but of the tear he spent
in Australia.
"I'm telling you, the country

is a virgin land. The raw power
that shapes continents still ex-
ists there, I have felt it. I did
some of my best work up in
Queensland. I would lug the
old Underwood up there and
and spend days hammering
away at the keys, aware of
some kind of direction shaping
my thoughts. It was as if the
land had bridged the gap bet-
ween my ideas and that bat-
tered old typewriter. It's clos-
ing on the frontier now,
though. The aborigines are be-
ing squeezed out of existence.
They don't have any means to
fight for their land, and as a
result they are suffering hor-
ribly. Of course in Afghanistan
the rebels have the means, but
even their bloody children are
being. . " He stopped and
looked at his hands, which had
been punctuating his remarks.
"Beezub, I think our steaks

are ready," I said, just to stop
the look that had fallen on his
face. I stared in grim fascina-
tion. His face was like a neon
sign flickering in a shop win-
dow. Something evil had
found him and made its
remark. I was if the door to
hell had opened up, and the
Devil had stared him right in
the eye. I had never seen him

like this. He loo e up with a
smile that could freeze water
and said, "Let's eat then."
We had shared too much for

me to turn my back, but I was
not sure I would be able to
weather the storm which now
threatened.
We ate in silence. Beezub

would sit back and stare into
the forest as he chewed each
mouthfull, then he would
glance over at me. I kept my
eyes focused on my plate, wor-
ried that whatever I might say
would provoke unwanted
memories. All he said was,
"This is good."

After dinner, I gathered my
fishing equipment and picked
out a light, handbuilt rod. I
had whiled away a few hours
tying some of my own flies
whil waiting for Beezub, and
there was a new one I was
especially eager to try. I walk-
ed out onto the porch, where
Beezub had been readying
himself from a bag that he had

Continued on 23
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PseudoPerspicacity
Much has been made of the

progress achieved by American
blacks in the decades since the
civil rights movement came onto
the domestic political scene. Far
from the years of segregated
bathrooms and buses which mar-
red our country in a previous era,
a black man is now the leading
candidate for the Democratic
nomination for the presidency,
and the black middle class con-
tinues to grow and strengthen.
Yet even as we appreciate the
progress made and are mindful of
the great distance yet to be
covered, much of the world's
minorities have not yet found a
voice in the nations to which they
lay claim and are not blessed with
the powerful mechanism of the
free press through which they
may assert themselves.
South Africa is a case in point,

a nation in which the press

releases are carefully guarded and
the population shielded from what
the government considers to be
politically undesirable writing.
Unlike the Untied States, South
Africa has not undergone signifi-
cant political maturation in the
years since the Second World
War, and the perceptions of im-
pending doom which reigned in
1945 are every bit as strident to-
day. Thanks to a controlled press
and political process, the lot of
South Africans clamoring for
freedom is quite a bit more dif-
ficult than that of the disadvantag-
ed in a democracy.
Yet the written word holds im-

mense power in South African
society, and as in many oppress-
ed societies, it takes on an even
greater meaning and respectabili-
ty when the action of self expres-
sion entails a, certain amount of
risk.

Last Tuesday, Alan Stewart
Paton, South Africa's most in-
fluential and respected writer,
died there at the age of eighty-
five. His life was a mixture of
literary, political, and social ac-
complishment which would
change the way his fellow coun-
trymen and the world viewed the
system of apartheid.

In 1935 he took the reins of a
center for delinquent urban South
Africans called the Diepkloof
reformatory, a place which had
previously been a prison, and
made it an exercise in compassion
and progressive education. Much
of Paton's desire for change in
South Africa arose from this ex-
perience, which instilled a deep
cynicism in regards to the dark
side of all human nature.
While at Diepkloof, Paton

wrote his most famous work, Cry
the Beloved Country which was

Jonathan Engler

translated into twenty languages,
made into a film soon thereafter,
and even became a tragic
musical. A book called Too Late
for Phalarope and a series of
short stories followed.
Paton was also president of the

Liberal Party of South Africa un-
til its ban in 1968, and his opposi-
tion to the policy of apartheid led
to the seizure of his passport by
the South African government in
1960 upon his return from a visit
to the United States where he had
received a Freedom House
award.

His sparse and tightly controll-
ed style was also expressed in the
column he wrote for the political
journal Contact, as well as
numerous political commentaries
ranging from history to
sociology.

In the end, however, it is for
his novels that he is best

remembered, particularly the
masterpiece Cry the Beloved
Country. Those who consider
themselves to be on the leading

edge of progressive politics in
their opposition to South African
political tactics should bear in
mind that this work was written

in 1948. Paton spent a courageous
life in direct opposition to a very
powerful regime in which the
cracks have only recently begun

to appear. His life stands in con-
trast to the politics of instant
gratification which we have
become used to in the United
States, and as such there are
lessons to be learned as we
become nonchalant about conti-
nuing racism in the United States.
Change comes slow in its lasting
form, and no-one knew this bet-
ter or worked harder in spite of
it than Alan Stewart Paton.

Continued from 22

produced from the truck. He
looked up at me from his
kneeling position and said,
"Sorry about before dinner, a
colorful memory suddenly
became just a little bit too
close behind me."
"Forget it, you can tell me

after we land old Lawson." My
heart reached out for him and
I could almost feel the torment
which hung in his gaze. He
seemed to lighten up for a mo-
ment and jumped to his feet.
"Let's go."

I watched as Beezub glanc-
ed into the depths were old
Lawson supposedly made his
home. I always marveled at the
way the huge tree had fallen so
many years ago to form the
sluice which had cut the
overhang into the rock. I im-
agined the old trout might still
be under there, giving us the
calculating glances that we
were giving him. Beezub truly
believed that the old fish might
live that long, and he made the
first few casts into the middle
of the stream just to test the

waters. I sat and watched for
a few minutes, pretending to
unsnare my line, captivated by
the intentness of Beezub on
the eddys and currents around
the lengthening shadow of the
overhand. He pulled in a few
small rainbows, but slid them
off the hook, which had a
crimped barb, letting them
gently go. It was always his
style, believing even in the
sanctity of the small fish.
I joined him, casting wide in-

to the shadows, a small current
pulling my fly straight into the

heart of the cleft. Just as the
bait floated clear into the
sunlight, a large swirl appeared
and a dark shadown passed
under the bait. Beezub watch-
ed my cast in anticipation, and
let his fly drift to the opposite
bank, where it became en-
tangled in some branches. I
took the opportunity to show
him my new fly, and he held
it up to the last rays of sunlight
to admire its craftsmanship.
"It's a killer."
He tied it onto his leader

Continued on 24
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Beezub
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and made a superb cast into
the area just upstream of the
notch. For a moment it seem-
ed to be caught in the wrong
eddy, but it drifted strangely
towards the opposite bank and
into the same current that had
carried my fly into the shadow.
This time the dark spot
beneath the surface appeared
sooner, and the fly disap-
peared with a small splash. A
wake left by the tail of the fish
was the only thing which
marked the spot. Beezub bit
his lower lip, and I pulled in
the rest of my line, eager to
watch the impending struggle.
Beezub eased his rod back as

the line tightened, then spool-
ed in a bit of the fly line. Eas-
ing and spooling, he slowly
pulled the fish out of the
notch. It remained deep, not
revealing its size. Beezub re-
mained calm, maintaining the
rhythm of his retrieval, until
the trout showed himself in a
spectacular leap about
mid-stream.
Beezub eased back his rod.

It was old Lawson if I had ever
seen him, in all of his aged
glory. The setting sun shined
off of his gleaming sides and
played off the arc of water
which had followed him into
the high leap. His huge tail fin
had propelled him hard
enough against the direction of
Beezub's pull that the line
snapped right where the leader
joined the floating line. Old
Lawson entered the water
cleanly and was gone with a
silent beat of his tail. Beezub's
disappointment was great as
the fish disappeared. He took
out a cigarette and sat on a
stump to smoke.

I muttered something about
"getting a couple for
breakfast," and set to tying a
new fly on his line. While he
brooded over his smoke, I
noticed that the line had not
broken, but had come untied:
It was a hastily tied knot. I
knew then that something was
disturbing his concentration
greatly enough to upset his
natural instincts, which were
born of years in the rough,
sometimes fighting for
survival.
He sat there smoking and

muttering to himself as his free
hand sliced the air in front of
him. I said nothing and cast
about, but to no avail. Old
Lawson had warned the rest of

the trout that we were here,
and was probably stroking
himself with his fins, smug in
his escape, motionless at the
back of the hollow.
Beezub stood up and packed

his gear. "I know that we were
never meant to catch him, but
somehow I felt that today we
could have if we were ever go-
ing to be able to land him. It
would have been hard to let
him go, but now he is gone
anyway."

I had the same feeling when
we had gone out there, but said
nothing of it. "I bet it wasn't
even the old bastard."
"Sure it was," he said.

We did not talk much on the
way back, nor did we say much
before going off to bed. We sat
by the fireplace having a few
drinks and smoking cigars.
The silence was accented by
the few feeble attempts at con-
versation, and I was soon
ready for sleep.

When I got up in the morn-
ing, he was gone. He left a note
of thanks and an open-ended
offer to visit him over
Christmas. I was going to take
him up on it, but I got a
postcard from him saying that
he would be on assignment in
the Andes for awhile, and if I
would be so kind as to extend
my plans until next year.

I never could figure out
what was disturbing Beezub so
much. I think he came to terms
with it sometime on his way to
South America, but I don't
think that he ever really
recovered fully. The report
said that his equipment had
been used one to many times
for the kind of climb he was
undertaking. I think we knew
him better than that.

As the sun goes down on one
more day, I feel the onset of a
quieter life, maybe with a wife
and a child. My years in the
field are over and I will miss
having Beezub to recount the
various expeditions and battles
which I am now unable, and
unwilling, to see with my own
eyes.
Beezub had the right idea

though, and I don't think he
ever lost sight of where he was
going, even if it looked back to
confront him. He will hold a
special place in my memoirs of
the academy.
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Science 
Forty years

of Israeli scientific accomplishment
by Brenda Schulman
and Michael Farbowitz

At the turn of the century, the
Land of Israel was no more than
an underdeveloped portion of the
Ottoman Empire. For eighteen
centuries the country was
neglected by its rulers, and higher
education was nonexistent. The
return of Jews, which began 100
years ago, marked a new era. The
Hebrew University in Jerusalem
was founded in 1918, followed by
the Technion in Haifa a few years
later.

In 1948 the State of Israel was
born. While struggling with
severe security and economic
problems, Israel absorbed
millions of Jewish refugees from
Europe and the Middle East and
at the same time developed an ex-
cellent education system. Israelis
today (4 million in number) en-
joy six major universities and
other excellent research institu-
tions. In only 40 years Israel has
become a leader in many scien-
tific and industrial specialties,
agriculture, medicine, solar
energy and others. Today the
country leads the world in the
number of scientific papers
published per capita. Graduates
of Israeli universities are
employed by the world's best
academic and research
institutions.
Speakers from seven of these

universities and institutions
gathered on April 6th to celebrate
Israel's 40 years of scientific
achievement. Their areas of
specialty ranged from
"Agriculture in the Negev" and
"Life in the Dead Sea" to
"NMR in Biology and
Medicine" and "Inertial Naviga-
tion of Aerospace Systems."

Medicine and Biotechnology

On the topic of biotechnology,
two speakers discussed various
aspects of Israel's contribution to
the field. Professor Gil Navon of
Tel Aviv University, a visiting
scientist at the National Institute
of Health (NIH) spoke on the
biomedical applications of
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR). At first, Navon review-
ed the basis of NMR. He explain-
ed that NMR initially only
detected interactions between
hydrogen atoms. Recently,
however, in Israel, techniques
have been developed to detect
biologically important atoms such
as phosphorus.
Navon emphasized the prac-

tical uses of NMR. He discussed
how data obtained from NMR
can be processed to give a clear
picture of the brain. This tecnhi-
que, which in the U.S. is known
as Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI), results in the best resolu-
tion, even better than the conven-
tional CAT scan. MRI is widely
used today to detect brain abnor-
malities and tumors.
Another speaker, Dr. Stephan

Rokem, described "Israel's
research and development of old
and new compounds for
medicine, food, and agriculture."

Rokem, a microbiologist at
Hebrew University, is currently
a visiting professor at Yale. He
began by defining biotechnology
and discussing its origins.
Rokem says, biotechnology is

"the use of cells or parts thereof
for the production of useful
materials." Biotech is nothing
new, according to Rokem, as the
Egyptians used microorganisms
such as yeast to ferment wine and
bread as early as 4000 years ago.
This is known as "classical
biotechnology." More recently,
Rokem says, "modern
biotechnology" began in 1916. In
1916, Chaim Weizmann, later to
become President of Israel, was
living in England. He patented a
method for the fermentation of
acetone butanot. This develop-
ment was important because
acetone was useful in the British
war effort. Rokem credited Weiz-
mann's discovery as an inspira-
tion behind the Balfour Declara-
tion, which in 1917 affirmed the
right of the Jewish people to a na-
tional homeland in Palestine.
"New biotechnology" was

ushered in 1975, claims Rokem,
with the development of the
following techniques: "Recombi-
nant DNA (genetic engineering),
monoclonal antibodies, enzyme
and protein engineering, and
biosensers." Biosensers are en-
zymes used to measure com-
ponents such as sugars inside the
body, with the removal of
material from the body.
The industries that benefit from

the new biotechnology are varied.
The chemical industry has
discovered new sources of
energy. Biodegradable fibers
have been developed. These
fibers permit surgical sutures to
dissolve soon after surgery.
Rokem also discussed the
possibilties of biodegradable con-
tainers, and perhaps one day,
drinking beer out of edible cans.
The medical and health in-

dustries have successfully
developed antiobiotics, and in-
terferon (an agent that fights viral
infections) in large quantities. In
addition, blood products, hor-
mones, vaccines, artificial skin,
and immune regulators :save been
formed. In the field of
agriculture, improved techniques
in plant breeding, growth of plants
and animals, and pest control
have all come about as a result of
biotechnology. Certain plants
produce compounds important to
medicine. An example is vin-
blastine, which is used to treat

leukemia. Due to the small quan-
tities of these drugs available,
they are expensive. By improving
plant growth, says Rokem, the
amount of these drugs will in-
crease, resulting in more drugs
available at lower prices.
To complete his lecture,

Rokem discussed some of the
research that Israeli scientists
have pioneered. Researchers at
the Weizmann Institute have
discovered the mechanism of in-
terferon's action. Other scientists
at the Hebrew University have
been successful in incorporating
foreign DNA into cells that have

previously resisted such attempts.
Current research includes an egg
yolk extract, now being tested in
the US, that has proven effective
against the AIDS virus.

Archaeology

Archaeology in Israel is "an in-
dication of what we can learn
from the past for the future,"
asserts Dr. Avner Raban. Raban
is the chairman of the Center for
Marine Studies at Haifa Univer-
sity and a visiting professor at
Harvard. He discussed the
mysteries of the coastal Mediter-
ranean in a lecture entitled "An-
cient Harbors for Modern
Technology—Marine Ar-
chaeology in Israel." Raban ex-
plained how modern technology
has aided scientists in their
discoveries of ancient villages
under the Mediterranean.
The erosion of coastline over

thousands of years had created
dangerous conditions for coastal
cities. Israeli engineers solved
this problem by bringing ashore
sand from the depths. The
transfer of sand uncovered the an-
cient villages. Raban claims that
the sand preserved the artifacts
extremely well by absorbing the
stresses and impact of the sea and
by preventing normal
deterioration.

4
Among the interesting

discoveries that Raban and his
colleagues have unearthed are the
remains of an 8000-year-old
skeleton, the "earliest diver," as
Raban calls it. The structure of
the ear bones indicate a pressure
difference between the inside and
outside, characteristic of divers.
Of the 16 skeletons found, six
share this structure.
Raban's group has also

discovered the walls of villages
now submerged after thousands
of years. The walls represent the
engineering sophistication of the
ancient builders. Their existence
today is a testimony to the integri-
ty of the ancient structures, Raban
says. He adds that the walls are
made up of "well-cut stones,"
and that only 5 percent of the sur-
face faced the sea, while the rest
was found inside the block. When
the waves would crash against the
wall, they would be sucked back
out, minimizing the impact of the
wave. Raban emphasized this
engineering feat by stating that
similar walls built 20-25 years
ago are deteriorating already.

Also fascinating was Raban's
description of the construction of
ancient undersea breakwaters at
Caesaria. Scientists have
evidence that the blocks were
constructed while they were
already underwater. Thorough
analysis of the block's composi-
tion lead to the following
hypothesis, as elucidated by
Raban. The wooden scaffolding
for the wall was built onshore.
Then, cement, composed of 40
percent ash from Mount Vesuvius,
was poured into holes. When the
cement dried, it was lighter than
water, permitting the builders to
drag the blocks out to the desired
position. When the cement was

Dr. Yuval Ne'emen, first Israeli Minister of Science Development
(1982-1984) speaks on "Science and Technology in Israeli
Development."
wet again, the blocks sunk to the'
bottom, forming the wall.
Through the study of the an-

cient harbors, Raban has been
able to deduce many observations
about the ancient culture. For ex-
ample, separate piers in the same
harbor seem to indicate that
foreign and local merchants were
separated to avoid conflict. Ar-
tifacts composed of clay charac-
teristic of the Atlantic coast of
Spain seemed to show that the
trade of the ancient people was
not limited to the Mediterranean.

The State of Science and
Technology in Israel

The Science in Israel sym-
posium culminated with the
keynote address, delivered by Dr.
Yuval Ne'eman. Ne'eman holds
the Wolfson Chair Extraordinary
in Theoretical Physics, and is the
director of the Sackler Institute
for Advanced Studies at Tel Aviv
University. He is currently a
member of Knesset (Israeli
parliament) and served as. First
Israeli Minister of Science, and
Development from 1982-1984.
Ne'eman discussed the develop-
ment of the Israeli state and the
science and technology that soon
followed.
Ne'eman first discussed the

prominence that Israeli scientific
endeavors have obtained, despite
Israel's small size. Israel con-
tributes approximately one per-
cent of all world science, placing
it fifteenth on a list of the number
of scientific authors. This is even
more impressive when Israel's
size is taken into account. Israel's
science density (number of scien-
tists per 10,000 inhabitants) is
11.8, compared to 9.8 for the US.
When Palestine was settled by

the Zionists at the turn of the cen-
tury, "learning was looked down
upon because it represented a
connection to the past," Ne'eman
explains. Manual labor and
agriculture were the important
endeavors. As Central European
Jews immigrated to Palestine, this
attitude changed. The settlers
were accustomed to the Yeshiva
concept, paying people to learn
Talmud. As a result, a system of
higher education was founded.
The Technion was founded in

the early 1900's and, like Johns
Hopkins, was modeled after the

German university system. The
formation of Hebrew University
soon followed. Albert Einstein's
first trip to the U.S. was a fund-

raising mission for Hebrew
University. Due to the en-
vironmental conditions,
agricultural sciences developed
first. As the need for a strong
defense became apparent,
technology flourished to meet the
needs of the armed forces.
Ne'eman continued, describing

the advantages and disadvantages
of the Israeli scientific communi-
ty. A major difficulty is Israel's
isolation from other academic
communities. Israel is "out of the
main circle of information,"
Ne'eman says. Israel overcomes
this problem by spending large
portions of their research budgets
on communication and travel ex-
penses. As a result, Israel keeps
up with "the frontier" or is "the
frontier" in certain fields.

Israel's population represents
people from all corners of the
world. Consequently, the scien-
tific community is a mixture of
many different fields and exper-
tise. For example,
Soviet Jewish mathematicians
compose a large part of the Tel
Aviv University Mathematics
department, Ne'eman says.

Israel's size is both an asset and
a liability, Ne'eman asserts. The
small size permits national ex-
perimentation among all the
universities, and close com-
munication between colleagues.
At the same time, conflicts are
unavoidable, because often con-
troversial ideas will not be
tolerated by any institution.

In recent years, Israel has ad-
vanced in many fields of science
and technology. Industrial parks
and entire industrial regions have
developed. Ne'eman says,
"Science-based industry is suc-
cessful when defense is in the
background." Biotechnology
firms are producing increasing
revenue. Israel continues to be at
the forefront of solar energy
technology. Thirty years ago,
Israeli homes were heated by
solar panels.
Ne'eman concludes that despite

Israel's size and necessary preoc-
cupation with defense, science in
Israel has advanced by leaps and
bounds.
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Sports Medicine:
The Athletes and their Injuries

by Volney Sheen

First of a series

What is sports medicine? Ac-
cording to Dr. Neil MacDonald,
a certified physical therapist and
operational manager of sports
medicine at Union Memorial
Hospital, there is no true
subspecialty in medical school for
this field. Individuals often
receive training after medical
school from specialty programs
sponsored through fellowships;
these programs last some six
months to one year. At Union
Memorial, the trainee spends his
time predominantly with a sports
medicine physician, learning to
treat the injuries suffered by
athletes.

Although this field may have
just recently emerged, a common
background is often shared by in-
dividuals interested in sports
medicine. Many have experience
in orthopedics and find the tran-
sition to this health profession
rather natural. Recently,
however, sports medicine has
grown and established itself in
many health-related fields, rang
ing from family practice to car-
diology. In Dr. MacDonald's
words, "so much is preven-
tative. . . it is necessary to work
with family and children with

sports related injury." Therefore,
the spread of sports medicine in-
to family practice was inevitable.
The impression that one may

have when talking about sports
medicine is the repair of torn
ligaments, stretched tendons or
ankle injuries. Although this field
may be new and case studies con-
cerning the surgical procedures
have not yet reached the journals
of medicine, sports medicine has
utilized current techniques, in
particular arthroscopic surgery.
A small opening is introduced

in the damaged region, be it a
knee, hip, or ankle, and the
necessary repairs are made with
"minimal invasiveness of pro-
cedure." Such surgical techni-
ques comprise only one out of
every fifteen individuals with a
sports-related injury. Much of
sports medicine is preventative as
well. Union Memorial Hospital
places individuals on exercise
programs to prevent unnecessary
injuries from occurring. Health
problems related to athletics often
can be categorized in one group,
"overuse." The muscle pain or
swollen ankle occurs in people
"doing too much, too often, too
fast." Dr. MacDonald gives the
example of females who wish to
lose weight for the coming spring
and decide to run a mile or two.
After two or three nights, they
may feel pain from overuse; the

body has just not been able to
adapt so quickly. The physical ac-
tivity one chooses must be
gradual.

Sports medicine deals with
those injuries suffered by

athletes. Some 99 percent of the
people who enter the clinic have
already sustained an injury. It is
a growing field which is highly
demanding and competitive.
Union Memorial Hospital only

accepts one person a year to work
with the sports medicine physi-
cian. Though few are qualified.
the reward is always great.

Next week: The Physics of Karate

Hopkins Science in Brief
Hopkins to lead study of new
ultraviolet satelite

Johns Hopkins University has
been selected to lead a study of
a new ultraviolet satellite that
could help scientists better
understand the origin of the
universe.
These experiments would be

expected to provide new informa-
tion about solar particles, black
holes, distant quasars and unex-
plored layers of the earth's
atmosphere.
Hopkins physics and

astronomy professor H. Warren
Moos received permission from
NASA in February to begin
Phase A of a study for one of the
proposed missions, an ultraviolet
satellite to be known as the
LYMAN Far Ultraviolet Spec-
troscopic Explorer.
Moos, the principle in-

vestigator, will direct a team of
19 co-investigators from 13
universities, observatories, and

federal laboratories, including
Hopkins physics and astronomy
professor Paul Feldman.

Johns Hopkins Engineer
selected to present Higgins
Lecture

Bruce Ellingwood, research
professor at The Johns Hopkins
University's G.W.C. Whiting
School of Engineering, recently
was awarded the 1988 Higgins
Lectureship by American In-
stitute of Steel Construction.
The honor includes a $5000

award and the opporunity to pre-
sent his research results at the
1988 National Steel Construction
Conference, June 8 through June
11 in Miami Beach, Fla.
Ellingwood is a civil engineer,

specializing in the application of
methods of probability and
statistics of structural engineer-
ing. The paper which won him
the award focused on the ser-
viceability criteria for buildings.

Liberal Arts Lecture

"The Future of Liberal Arts
Colleges" will be discussed in the
Doctors Dining Room on the East
Baltimore Campus. The
Presidents of Goucher, St. Johns,
and Lake Forest Colleges will
speak on April 21 at 5:15 p.m.
For information, call (301)
955-3363.

Nursing Seminar

The School of Nursing will
host a seminar for counselors,
students, and registered nurses in-
terested in graduate and
undergraduate degrees. Barbara
Schweizer, R.N., B.S., will
describe nursing opportunities.
Faculty, students, and ad-
ministrators will answer ques-
tions and discuss financial aid.
The event will be held April 23.
For information, call (301)
955-7548.

Attention
Students!!

Casey
and

Warren
formerly of Haircut 100

Now at
Current Rage Hair Studio

2402 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, Md.

338-1126
Student Discounts Available

Rotupda
Wipe

Spirits

Rotunda Mall
(within walking distance)

711 W. 40th Street
467-7777

Students Welcome

Beer on Sale All the Time
Quantity and Party Discounts

Tuesdays and Wednesdays 10%
Off All Wines

Checks and charges accepted
Checks cashed for students with purchase
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Blue Jays trip up Tar Heels, 6-5
Hopkins thwarts late Carolina rally; reaches no. 2 in nation
by Steven Silber

North Carolina's fourth quarter
comeback attempt fell short last
Saturday as Hopkins held off the
Tar Heels 6-5. The win put the
5-1 Blue Jays ranked second in
the NCAA Division I lacrosse
poll. Hopkins trails only
Syracuse, who beat the Jays 19-7
in the season's opener.
The 7,000 fans at Homewood

Field witnessed the excitement
that has accompanied Hopkins-
Carolina lacrosse this decade.
Since 1982 the Blue Jays and Tar
Heels have played nine times.
The game has been decided by
one goal eight times.

On Saturday, six different Jays
scored to give Hopkins a three
goal lead with 8:44 to play. The
Blue Jays had just scored two
consecutive goals, and when
junior niidfielder John Wilkens
wound up from about fifteen
yards away, it looked as if the
Jays would record another.
But Wilkens' sizzling shot hit

the crossbar and Carolina was
able to pick up the rebound and
put the score at 6-4 a few
moments later. Then, with 5:4(i
left, a goal by Carolina attackman
Michael Thomas, a freshman out
of Baltimore's Boys' Latin High
School, moved the Tar Heels
within one. Instead of a four-goal

lead for JHU, Carolina's rally off
the rebound put a come-from-

behind victory very much in
sight.
But the Tar Heels would not

score again. Carolina had an
extra man advantage late in the
period, but could not convert. In-

stead, with six seconds remain-

ing, junior defenseman Dave

Pietramala stripped the ball from
Tar Heel midfielder Pat Welsh,
and the victory was secured.
Welsh had been shut out

throughout the game by
sophomore Dave Howland. But
Howland made some mistakes as
the Jays were trying to kill the
clock and preserve their fragile

A packed Homewood Field saw Greg Kelly net a goal against Carolina in a 6-5 thriller.
Richard Bell

Army in sad shape
Coach Jack Emmer had to be

a little optimistic as he led his Ar-
my Cadets into the 1988 lacrosse
season. He had just put together
an impressive 1987 campaign,
finishing 10-5 and ranked seventh
in the nation. Though he lost
some key players, including
second-team All-American
defenseman Tom Hickman, he
returned his top scorer in Bob
Betchley and one of the nation's
top goalies in Tom Portuese. His
Cadets were ranked number
twelve in the preseason polls, and
opened with two victories. But
then everything seemed to come
apart.
The collapse began on March

13, when the Cadets faced the
highly-touted Big Red at Cornell.
Down 9-6 at the three minute
mark, Army rallied to put a scare
into last year's NCAA runner-
up. Tom Desperito scored his se-
cond goal of the game with 2:34
to play, and when Betchley tallied
only 26 seconds later, it appeared
that the Cadest might pull off the
upset. Though Cornell held off
the rally for a 9-8 win, Coach
Ernmer had to be pleased with his
team's performance, especially
Portuese, who sparkled with
twenty saves.

The following week, however,
not even Portuese was on. Army
was completely dominated 15-4
by Brown in a game that should
have been much closer. The on-
ly bright spot for the Cadets was
Bob Betchley, who continued his
quest to duplicate his 42 goal and
21 assist performance of last
season with three more goals. He
got four more in the Carrier
Dome on March 26, but the
Orangemen shelled Army 19-8.

After losing three straight
games, the schedule provided the
Cadets with a little relief. Army
coasted to a victory over
Michigan State, but then struggl-
ed to a mere 5-4 win over a
hapless Bucknell team. Coach
Emmer's pre-season optimism
surely was rattled, and this was
the last thing his team needed as
they prepared to face their arch-
rival Navy last week.
The Cadets came out fired up

last Saturday, as the defense final-
ly lived up to their pre-season
billing. Brilliant goal-tending by
Tom Portuese had Army leading
5-3 entering the fourth quarter.
Navy, however, refused to be
upset and quickly tied the score
at five. When Navy tallied again
with 1:32 to play to seal a 6-5 vic-
tory, Army was left with a 4-4

record heading into the toughest
part of their schedule.
Army will now face three top-

ten teams in seven days, beginn-
ing this Saturdsay night in West
Point with a 7:00 game against
the Johns Hopkins Blue Jays. The
following Wednesday, Army
faces the surprising Yale Eli
before next Saturday's showdown
with Massachusetts. To turn
things around, the Cadets are go-
ing to need some outstanding play
from Portuese. Tom had a save
percentage of 65.3 last season,
but he struggled all the way
without Hickman playing in front
of him. Betchley. Hoynes, and
Desperito are all capable of scor-
ing a lot of goals, but they need
some help from the rest of their
teammates if they are going to
stay with teams such as Hopkins.

Right now, Army is in serious
danger of not making the NCAA
Tournament. The Cadets have not
won a big game all season, and
their solid performance against
Cornell is no longer as impressive
when you consider that the Big
Red has dropped to 2-4. Unless
Coach Emmer's team can turn
things around this week, their
May 7 game against Rutgers will
be their final one of the season.

one goal lead. Twice with less
than thirty seconds remaining the
long stick midfielder took shots at
the Tar Heel net, only to be
repelled by Carolina goalie
Barney Aburn. This enabled the
Tar Heels' last stand with six
seconds left.

Pietramala, who broke up the
play, limited UNC's top scorer
Neill Redfern to only one assist
the entire afternoon. "Petro" has
been playing up to the form that
earned him first team All-
American honors a year ago.
With the victory. Hopkins

replaces North Carolina as the se-
cond rated team in the country.
The Tar Heels move down to
third. Before the game, the Jays
were ranked fourth, and as
recently as two weeks ago, they
were ranked sixth. The Blue Jays
then recorded a come-from-
behind 11-10 victory over
Virginia at Charlottesville to start
their ascent to the top.
Now only Syracuse remains in

front. The Jays lost their chance
to defeat the Orangemen in the

See LAX, 28

LACROSSE '88
USILA Division I Poll

Record Pts
1 Syracuse (10) 7-0 150
2 Johns Hopkins 5-1 139
3 North Carolina 6-2 120
4 Virginia 6-1 119
5 Loyola (Md.) 8-0 106
6 Yale 8-0 105
7 Maryland 4-2 94
8 Pennsylvania 4-2 94
9 Massachusetts 3-1 68
10 Brown 4-3 55
11 Harvard 5-1 49
12 C.W. Post 4-2 45
13 Rutgers 5-2 31
14 Navy 5-3 28
15 Towson St. 6-3 13

(First place votes in parentheses)
Note: Records are through Saturday's games:

Voting taken last Sunday.

Recent Action
Saturday, April 9

Johns Hopkins 6, North Carolina 5
Navy 6, Army 5
Loyola 10, Towson St. 9
Virginia 14, Maryland 13
Pennsylvania 19, Cornell 7
Syracuse 18, Hofstra 5
Massachusetts 19, New Hampshire 3
Brown 10, Adelphi 5
Yale 10, Princeton 6
Rutgers 9, Penn St. 8 (OT)
Delaware 10, Lehigh 6
Bucknell 12. Lafayette 11 (301)
Bowdoin 8, Vermont 5
Air Force 26, Denver 9

Monday, April 11
Harvard 9, St. John's 3
Dartmouth 21, Vermont 13

Tuesday, April 12
UMBC 10, Georgetown 4
Delaware 17, Lafayette 10

Wednesday, April 13
Massachusetts 15, St. John's 7
Yale 16, Brown 8
Pennsylvania 10, Princeton 8

Tomorrow's Games
Johns Hopkins at Army, 7
Navy at Maryland, 2
Virginia at North Carolina, 2
Hobart at Syracuse, 3:45
Loyola at Duke, 2
Towson St. at Hofstra, 1:30
UMBC at Penn St., 2
Air Force at Rutgers, 2
Yale at Massachusetts, 1
Princeton at Brown, 2
Delaware at C.W Post, 2
Pennsylvania at Dartmouth, 2
Adelphi at Harvard, 1
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Women's sprint records dashed
Mary Gifford and Krista Johnson establish 100 and 200 meter marks
by Laura Perlinn

Another school record fell last
weekend at the Messiah Invita-
tional when sophomore Krista
Johnson and junior Mary Gifford
both ran 12.8 in the trials of the
100 meter dash, destroying the
old mark of 13.4 which was set
last year by Johnson. An amazed
Coach Gary Green said after-
wards, "This is really, really
unusual, even unbelievable. The
record was really shattered. Sixth
tenths of a second is a big deal in
a 100 meter dash. What's so fun-
ny is that they were in the same
heat out of four heats for the
trials, and they ran the same in-
credible record-breaking time,
one in lane 1 and one in lane 8.
I expect this record to last only
a week or so before one or both
of them rebreaks it." He turned
out to be wrong; it was only four
days. Last Wednesday in a tri-
meet against Division I Baltimore

rivals UMBC and Towson State,
both Gifford and Johnson again
ran under their new record, with
Gifford just barely edging
Johnson out with a time of 12.6.
The 200 meter dash record also
fell on Wednesday when Gifford
and Johnson, in separate heats,
both ran 27.4, just under the old
record of 27.5. Five Lady Jays on
this year's team now hold the
school records in six events: Gif-
ford in the 100: Gifford, Diana
Logan, Laura Perlinn, and
Johnson in the 4 X 100; Perlinn
in the 400 meter hurdles; Suzi
McGinn in the 800; and Johnson
in the triple jump.
Hopkins did very well as a

team on Saturday at the Messiah
Invitational, placing fifth out of
fourteen teams with 33 points,
and qualifying another 7 people
for the MAC Championship meet
in May in 9 events. Johnson was
the high scorer for Hopkins, ear-
ning 8 points by placing third in

the triple jump, sixth in the long
jump, and sixth in the 100 meter
dash; she is now qualified for the
MAC meet in all three events.
Johnson also anchored the bronze
medal 4 X 100 meter relay team
of Gifford, Logan, and Perlinn.
Other point-earners, all of whom
also qualified, were McGinn—
third place and a bronze medal in
the 800, Gifford—fourth place in
the 100, Perlinn—fourth place in
the 400 meter hurdles, Logan—
fifth in the 400, Molly Bardsley—
fifth in the 3000, and Tamsen
Love—sixth in 5000. Gifford also
qualified in the long jump and
Anna Lee Bamforth in the 1500,
but they weren't able to score.

In the tri-meet last Wednesday,
April 13, the women were third
with only 38 points, behind
UMBC's 78 and Towson's 60.
Hopkins finished second in the
running events, but were shut out
of the shot put, discus, javelin,
and high jump. The Lady Jays

netted only ten points in the field
events, while UMBC and
Towson shared the other 56.
Hopkins' only first place came
from senior April Savoye in the
long jump, while second places
were earned by the 4 X 100 meter
relay (Perlinn, McGinn, Savoye,
and Johnson), the 4 X 400 meter
relay (Perlinn, Gifford, Savoye,
and McGinn), McGinn in the
800, Perlinn in the 100 and 400
meter hurdles, and Johnson in the
triple jump. The meet also pro-
duced six more qualifying times
for Perlinn and Valerie Wilson in
the 100 meter hurdles, McGinn in
the 400, Gifford and Johnson in
the 200, and Bardsley in the
1500.
One reason for the women's

sudden success is that they are no
longer a team of only freshmen
and sophomores, which has been
the status quo for the past few
years. The higher number of
talented veterans backed by a

good group of freshmen has made
it possible for Hopkins to be com-
petitive in every race this year. In
order to further improve,
Coaches Green and Simonsick
have implemented something new
to the track program: films.
Every race is videotaped, and on
the next day, the girls watch their
previous performances, looking
for weaknesses that can be cor-
rected. The main benefit of the
tapes is probably for the sprinters
and jumpers, who can learn from
watching relay hand-offs, hurdl-
ing and jumping techniques, and
block starts. The distance runners
also benefit by reviewing race
strategy and running form.
The Lady Jays travel this Satur-

day to compete in the Catholic
University Invitational, but are
then home again next Wednes-
day, April 20 for a tri-meet with
Western Maryland and York at 3
pm.

Jays tar and feather Heels Danny's Edge
LAX, from 27

regular season, but if conditions
remain the same (if Hopkins and
Syracuse each win the rest of
their games) the two teams will
face one another in the finals to
be held at Syracuse on Memorial
Day.
To get to Syracuse, the Jays

will have to start by beating Ar-
my at West Point tomorrow,
followed by a tough Homecom-
ing game the following week
against Maryland. Hopkins ends
the regular season by travelling to
Navy and then hosting Towson
State.

In the game last Saturday,
North Carolina took a 1-0 lead on
the first of their freshman
Thomas' goals. It came with an
extra'man advantage. Six minutes
later, with less than thirty seconds
remaining in the first period, the
Jays scored on an extra-man op-
portunity of their own. Senior at-
tackman Mike Morrill connected
on an assist from junior mid-
fielder Brendan Kelly.
This combination represents

two of Hopkins' three top scorers
of 1988. Morrill has 13 goals and
4 assists, Kelly 8 goals and 4
assists. The Jays' third top scorer,
sophomore attackman Scott Marr

(7 goals, 7 assists), was shut out
by Carolina.
The second quarter began on a

marvelous play by junior mid-
fielder Joe Rzempoluch.
"Rezy," the Jays' face-off
specialist, won the opening draw
and carried it himself to the Tar
Heel net to record his second goal
of the season. Later in the period,
sophomore attackman Jay Clarke
knocked in a shot by Brendan
Kelly mishandled by Carolina
goalie Aburn, and the Jays went
into the second half leading 3-1.

In the third quarter, the Heels
made it 3-2 on their second extra-
man score of the game, but

Hopkins regained its two-goal
lead five minutes later with 1:35
left on midfielder John
Wilkens'seventh goal of the year.
This is how the third quarter
ended.

North Carolina came within a
goal once again scoring at 1:38
into the fourth quarter. But
Hopkins achieved its 6-3 lead on
goals by freshman Matt Panetta,
his sixth of the year, and
sophomore Greg Kelly.
Blue Jay goalie Quint

Kessenich played another fine
game for JHU, stopping 15 shots.
On the year, he has stopped two-
thirds of all shots-on-goal.

Crew teams stroke through regatta
Wet women nearly drown
The Johns Hopkins women's

crew raced last Saturday in the
George Mason Collegiate Invita-
tional Regatta on the Occoquan
Reservoir in Fairfax, Virginia.
Both the varsity and novice boats
worked hard under poor weather
conditions which produced disap-
pointing times for the shells.
The women's novice 8-man

race was the first event of the
day. Gusting winds made it dif-
ficult to align the boats and
delayed the start of the race by
nearly twenty minutes. Once the
race began, stroke Inge Schlate
tried to hold the rowers together
while waves washed over the side
of the shell and swells threaten-
ed the boat's balance. By the
halfway mark, coxswain Kathy
Chen was soaking wet, and the
shell held a great deal of water.
In spite of such difficulties,
Hopkins held the lead in the race
until the final spring, when the
team fell to a disappointing
fourth-place. Hopkins finished
ahead of Bucknell University but
behind George Mason Universi-
ty, the University of North

Carolina, and Mary Washington
College. Rowing in the shell
behind Schlate were Kim
Roberts, Melody Swartz, Susan
Llewellyn, Beth Chapman, Dana
Phelan, Cathy Chuang, and Jen-
nifer Sharp. Sharp and Phelan are
new recruits for the spring
semester, and Saturday was
Phelan's first race.
The varsity team rowed later in

the day and faced many of the
same troubles as the novices.
High waves made steering dif-
ficult, and rough water threw the
boat off-balance. Hopkins held a
strong position until the
1500-meter mark, 1/4 through the
race, when one rower caught a
crab and the team began to lose
ground. Hopkins finished fifth
behind Bucknell University, the
University of North Carolina, and
Mary Washington and Trinity
Colleges. Stroke for the boat was
Pat McManmon, and Kelly Kief-
fer, Micheline Tang, and Kathy
McCabe were also in the shell.
The boat's coxswain was team
captain Charlene Hu.

Men row merrily along
Despite tough competition, the

1988 Johns Hopkins University
men's novice 8-man lightweight
A-boat triumphed once again last
weekend at the George Mason
Collegiate Invitational Regatta on
the Occoquan Reservoir in Fair-
fax, Virginia. The boat's winning
time was 8 minutes 22 seconds,
nine seconds faster than the
second-place finisher, Duke
University. Among the other
also-rans in the race were George
Mason and Bucknell Universities.
All three of the defeated teams
were made up of heavyweight
rowers.

Stroke for the A-boat was Steve
"Short Round" Lin. Pat
"Bland" Gorman, Ram
"Stinky" Kumar, Paul "Crawl"
Dietrich, Vivek "El Vevis"
Chaturvedi, "Slim" Jim Nagy,
"Throb" Porcarelli, and Chris Mc
Coll rounded out the field of talented
rowers that comprised the boat.
Coxswain for the shell was Chuck
"Weasel" Connolly. Last
weekend's victory improved the
boat's year-long record to three
first-place finishes and one

second-place finish out of the four
races rowed so far.

In the varsity division, which
cohsisted of both heavyweight
and lightweight rowers, the
men's lightweight 4-man shell,
stroked by team captain
"Mighty" Bill Carlucci, finish-
ed in a strong third place. Equip-
ment breakage on a boat from Old
Dominion University caused one
false start in the race, but after the
crews got going, Hopkins main-
tained a second-place spot behind
George Mason University until
Bucknell University moved ahead
just before the final sprint.
Carlucci said that "Initially we
were very disappointed, but after
seeing the size of the opposing
(heavyweight] rowers, we didn't
feel so bad."
The other varsity rowers were

John "Robo" Faulkingham, Sean
"Stamps"Kennedy, and Evan
"Barney Rubble" Reiter. Varsi-
ty coxswain is Beth "Ducks"
Merchant. The crew will get
another chance to beat Bucknell
at its next race in Pennsylvania on
April 30.

A word of advice — before you
get on a plane be sure it's going
where you plan on going.
Another bit of wisdom—
misunderstanding breeds
anger/mistrust which in turn leads
to broken friendship or failure in
attempting to achieve common
goals. Talking is always a good
solution. It's been a rotten
week. . .
Sports.
Readers of The Edge will be

saddened with the realization that
there are only two more weeks
left for the N-L. Let your hearts
not be burdened as the sports sec-
tion of this rag will be left in the
competent hands of Pat Furey and
Laura Perlinn. Congrats—it's all
yours.
Although this week has not

been the best, there have been
some highlights. When I walked
into the weightroom on Tuesday,
I saw a new military bench
against one of the walls, new
pulleys and cables were in place,
a new sit-up board.. . My smiles
must have made it seem as if the
lighting had also been improved.
Things will slowly improve. . .
The weather this week has been

windy—people are starting to
ask for wind nets on the tennis
courts. To be honest, I have no
clue as to what they are, how they
work — just thought I'd mention
it.
The issue of summer fees at the

Athletic Center has not been rais-
ed by anyone in the recent past.
I can only infer that grads and
undergrads have more money
than they let on.
Other issues—there have been

many. I'll mention some in wrap-
ping up the year in the following
two weeks.
To wrap up some more words

of wisdom! The blade may be
changed often, but the razor—
ah, now there's a different story.
Enjoy the Fair —Be Free.



Let's get physicNEwasETTEI
by Michael Syptak and
Husham Mishu

It's Saturday morning and
you're brushing your teeth. As
you admire your pearly whites in
the mirror, you feel something
brushing up against the sink. You
look down, and unfortunately, it's
your stomach. Something is
wrong. You realize that turning
150 pages of a Calculus book
does not build a Daytona Beach
body. Looks like it's time to hit
the gym.
This "reflection depression" is

not restricted to Hopkins but
strikes each morning throughout
the country. In the past 40 years
bodybuilding has changed the
lives of millions of Americans. It
has been proven that physical
fitness leads to a longer life,
greater self-satisfaction, and (not
that it matters at Hopkins) a bet-
ter sex life. So for all you
"reflections depression"
depressees (and for those of you
who want a better sex life), this
article was written just for you,
Ideally, before starting a

workout you should begin with a
few minutes of stretching, rope
jumping, or running in place.
This gets your heart pumping and
your blood coursing through your
veins. Stretching is especially im-
portant in preventing weight-
training injuries. Stretch with
smooth, gliding motions. Do not

bounce or tug doing any of them.
All stretches should be done 10
times, hold each for a count of
ten.
Three good warm-ups are (11

Hurdle stretch; (2) Revised Hur-
dle stretch (Get in the same posi-
tion as the Hurdle stretch but in-

stead of leaning back, attempt to
touch for forehead to your knee
without bending your knee.); (3)
Attempted Split (Ow!) DON'T
OVERSTRETCH.

CAUTION: Overstretching can
strain muscles and lead to delays

in your workout while you wait
for muscles to heal.
Now that you have loosened

up, you are ready to start lifting
weights. Bodybuilding is not an
exact science. It's pretty much a
hit and miss affair, at least in the
beginning. You can find tons of
conflicting advice available on the
subject. The routine we propose
comes from Robert Kennedy
(editor of Muscle Mag Interna-
tional). Beware of friendly ad-
vice. Although well-intentioned,
the firmest beliefs are held by
those with the least knowledge

(You could speak to some of our
TA's.)
There are certain guidelines.

which should be followed. Begin-
ners always want the fastest way
to build muscle and strength.
Often you end up taking bad ad-
vice and doing just the opposite.
Your progress is slowed and then
you get tired and sick of the
whole thing. Don't despair.
Remember the correct way is the
shortest one. Don't try shortcuts.

In the beginning it is relatively
simple. The initial workouts
should be pretty short so enough

time is allowed between workouts
for the muscles to recuperate. If
not, your torn-down cells won't be

repaired, and you can end up ac-
tually hurting yourself. You must
also eat well regularly and get
enough sleep. If you are on the
meal plan, my sympathy'.
One thing you should consider

doing is getting a check up. This
is the same for any sport requir-
ing heavy exercise. You might
have a heart condition or
something that could only be
complicated by lifting.
Remember you're doing this for
your body so don't take any
chances with it. (Same for you
who just want a better sex life.)

Those beginning to lift should
start off on the Nautilus equip-
ment. The reason for this is that
the muscles in your body are not
prepared for the excessive strain

that free weights can cause. The
Nautilus machines allow controll-
ed movements which lead to the
proper technique needed when
free weights are used. They also
condition your muscles properly
and provide a base on which to
build.

Start slowly. This can't be em-
phasized enough. Decide on what

part of your body you wish to
build. For a complete workout

design a schedule. A suggestion
is to use a four day schedule (ex:
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,
and Friday). Work on chest,
shoulders, traps, and triceps one

day and biceps, back and legs
another. Stomach exercises
should be done at least four times
a week. Another thing before we
start: decide what you want to get
out of your training. Do you want
build or strength or both?
For build, you should stay with

lighter weight and do as many
repetitions as you can up to
twelve and then increase weights
until you can only do two reps.
This technique is called
pyramiding and works if done
properly. Always do a warm-
down set or two, making your last
warm-down set equal to or less-

than your starting weight. A good

way to decide if you need to start

with heavier weights is if you can

do twelve reps with no strain.

For strength, you should use
heavier weights and fewer reps

up to the point where you can't
lift anymore. A mixture of these

two techniques is ideal for a
socially acceptable body. In each
case you should work your
muscles to the MMF point. This
is the Maximum Muscle Fatigue
point where they feel tight and
you just can't lift anymore.
Okay. Now for the exercises.
Remember: when using free

weights always use a spotter.

Many mishaps resulting in injury
have occurred to those who

thought they were too good for a

spotter. While they are recover-

ing, you could pass them up in

weights by simply asking

somebody, "Could you spot
me?" They will be glad to.
DAY 1:
Chest:

1. Pushups
2. Bench Press
3. Incline bench press (free

weights only)
Shoulders:

I. Overhead press
2. Side lateral raises (free

weights only)

3. Upright rows—spread
hands apart.

Traps:
I. Shoulder shrugs
2. Upright rows—bring

hands together
Triceps:

I. Dips
2. Triceps extensions

(pulley pushdowns)
3. Close grip benches

DAY 2:
Back:

1. Pull-ups
2. Press behind neck
3. Barbell bent rows (free

weights only)
Biceps:

1. Curls
2. Concentration curls

(free weights only)
Thighs:

1. Leg extensions
2. Squats (free weights

only)
Calves:

I. Squats
2. Standing/seated calf

raises
Abdominals should be done at
least 4 times a week. Good exer-
cises are sit-ups (flat or inclined)
or leg raises.
DAY 3: REST then repeat Day

I and 2.
Each exercise should be done

with just one set of eight to ten
repetitions. This means you do
only one series of eight to ten
counts. Pushing the barbell
up/down is one count, doing it
twice is two counts. In
bodybuilding an up/down count is
one repetition. If you do a series
of eight repetitions, this is known
as one set of eight reps. Some ad-
vanced bodybuilders perform up
to ten sets on just one exercise.
You should begin with just one.
Do sets with eight repetitions

(for calves and abdominals do
25). As you continue to workout
you will notice that the weight
feels lighter. In a few workouts
you will be able to do more reps
without additional strain. Do
them, and when you can do twelve
with no extra strain, add more
weight until you're down to your
original eight and plug away.
Do not cheat by throwing your

weights up or bending your back.
This will only end up hurting you.
A word of caution about the

safety of the equipment in the
Hopkins weight room. They are
not safe! One of the bench presses
(free weight) has become
unscrewed from the floor. It tilts
back and can easily fall, not mak-
ing the spotter a happy camper.
Also, the wire on one of the
lateral pull-down machines broke
after many complaints to have it
changed. Be careful in the weight
room until they do something
about it. (Sports Editor's note:
This situation has been
corrected.)
For any bodybuilder, but

especially the beginner, your diet
is very important. You are what
you eat. If you are skinny you
need to increase your overall
calorie intake. This can be
achieved by eating bigger meals,
but is best done by eating smaller,
more frequent meals. Milk is the
best weight gaining food. Drink
plenty of it as often as you can.

All of your meals should in-

Musclemen Arnold and Danny know what girls want.

elude high protein food such as
cheese, eggs, milk, meat, nuts,
poultry, or fish. Also include
fresh fruit, peas, beans, potatoes,
brown rice, and other grains,
leafy vegetables (greens), salads,
whole grain cereals, and whole
wheat bread.
Stay away from sugar-loaded

soft drinks, cakes, cookies, etc.
If you want garbage try the Ter-

Danny Kofos

ror Room's Shepherd's Pie.
Now you have all this wonder-

ful information that we spent
much time preparing for you,
you're ready to hit the gym.
Remember that you are there for
yourself. Don't be embarrassed
by using light weights—nobody
will laugh at you, and if they
do—screw them! With your new
body you probably will!

Department of Athletics
1988 Graduation Awards

The C. Gardner Mallonee Award: Thomas W. Finegan
Given to the senior male who has made the most out-
standing contribution in athletics at Johns Hopkins.

The Catherine P. Cramer Award: Heather A. Klink
Given to the senior female who has made the most
outstanding contribution in athletics at Johns Hopkins.

The Robert H. Scott Award: Ian C. Brooks
Given to the senior who demonstrates excellence in
athletics, scholarship, and extracurricular participation

The Dr. William Howard Award: Dawn J. Ledbetter
A stipend of $500 will be given to the senior who has ex-
celled both as a scholar and athlete

The Larry Goldfarb Award: David I. Lubetkin
Given to a senior for outstanding service to the Hopkins
athletic program.
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T r ac kst e rs stun UMBC
by Laura Perlinn

At the Messiah Invitational last
Saturday. April 9, the men's
team's outstanding performer was
clearly senior Tim Marean, who
took first place in the 10,000 in
32:08 and third in the 5000, over
nine miles of racing. Marean
scored sixteen points, over half of
the men's total of 28, who finish-
ed sixth overall in a field of fif-
teen. Besides Marean, no other
runner was able to place. The
other twelve points came from the
field events, as Tom Brennan
placed fourth in the pole vault
with an MAC-qualifying height
of 12 feet, Eric Hastings placed
fifth in the shotput and javelin,

and Glenn Sabin placed fourth in
the shot put.

Last Wednesday, April 13, the
men finished second in their tri-
meet with 49 points, far behind
Towson (98 points) and barely
ahead of UMBC (40 points). In
the running events, Hopkins earn-
ed only one first place from
Marean in the 5000, and had se-
cond places from Paul Park in the
400 meter dash and Matt Hannon
in the 400 meter hurdles. The
Jays got half of their total points
from their two outstanding
freshmen throwers, Hastings and
Sabin. Hastings placed first in the
discus, second in the shotput,
third in the javelin, and third in
the triple jump, while Sabin plac-

ed first in the javelin, third in the
shotput, and third in the discus.
Max Psolka contributed six points
with second place finishes in the
triple and high jump. Hopkins
also qualified Scott Baker and
Mark Sullivan in the 800 to the
MAC Championship in May.
There are two opportunities in

the next week to see the men in
action on the Homewood track.
In a tri-meet this Saturday, April
16, at 2 pm, Hopkins is pitted
against Loyola, who is in the first
year of their track program, and
Ursinus, who won the 1987 MAC
Championship meet. Another tri-
meet follows on Wednesday
against Western Maryland and
York at 3 pm. Laura Perlinn

Mark Sullivan and Scott Baker struggle to the finish line en route to a
MAC bid in the 800 meter run; both eclipsed the 2:01.5 qualifying mark.

31-3 massacre secures Lady Laxers' MAC bid
by Rachel McGuckian

Women's lacrosse coach Sally
Beth Anderson has a lot to smile
about this week. By embarrassing
Wittenberg 31-3 last Saturday,
and in downing rival Western
Maryland College 12-8 Tuesday
night at Homewood, the Lady
Jays can now boast of a 7-2
record and a spot in the MAC
finals on May 7.

Consistent second half saves,
defensive support, and a
penetrating attack on the Western
Maryland goal throughout the en-
tire game gave Hopkins the edge

. needed to win in front of a large
crowd under the lights Tuesday
night. Freshman goalie Kristin
Cole came up with 16 saves, 11
in the second half, to thwart the
Western Maryland attack and put
Hopkins on the offensive. Cole
made her debut in goal two weeks
ago against Goucher, and has
since demonstrated that hard
work and a positive attitude can
pay off. Says Cole, "I'm starting
to feel more confident in the goal.
The team has been very suppor-
tive." Some of the pressure will
hopefully be lifted off this
freshman with the return of
veteran goalkeeper Laura Porter,
who received the trainer's okay
to resume practicing on Thursday
afternoon. Porter is trying to
come back after a knee injury ear-
ly in the season placed her on the

sidelines.
Fine performances by the

defense prevented many Western
Maryland scoring drives
throughout the game. Sophomore
Julie Siegrist had the task of
marking WMC 1st team All-
American Sandi Stevens, and
kept her out of the crease for the
majority of the game. Siegrist
proved herself time and time
again with tight marking,
quickness, and accurate clearing
passes. Defenders Erika Feller,
Jen Stahl, Carrie Allalemdjian,
and Liz Davis also came through
for Hopkins, allowing only 8
WMC shots to enter the net. The
defense had an especially produc-
tive second half on Tuesday, per-
mitting only 2 goals in the second
half to clinch the victory.
The Hopkins midfield and at-

tack out-played as well as out-
scored WMC during the second
half of the game, recording 6
goals to WMC's 2. Said All-
American 2nd home Alice Col-
lins (3 goals), "We were able to
penetrate the Western Maryland
defense with our quick passing
game as well as through hustle
and individual efforts."
With 11:23 left in the second

half and the score tied 8-8, senior
All-American co-captain Heather
Klink (2 goals) scored the game's
deciding goal on a pass from
senior Maggie Schmidt (1 goal,
2 assists). This goal was follow-

ed by another 11:11 by Collins,
assisted by freshman Kara Tip-
ton. Tipton (3 goals, 1 assist)
played a fine game for the Lady
Jays, and should prove to be a key
player for Hopkins for the next
three years. Junior 3rd Kathy
Hart (2 goals) feels that, "Kristin
has been playing well. We're at
that point in the season when we
have a real sense of what our
teammates are capable of doing
on the field. By anticipating
where the ball is going, as well
as where our teammates are mov-
ing, we've been able to generate
a lot of scoring from everyone."

It looks as though Hopkins has
peaked at the right time this year.
A win in the MAC finals should
give the Lady Jays a bid for the
NCAA tournament, and if these
laxers maintain the skill level at
which they are playing now, this
is a definite possibility.
Sophomore Patty Lagator (1

goal, 3 assists) emphasizes that,
"the conditioning work we've
been doing during the regular
season has really paid off for us
year. Coach Anderson did not
substitute during the Western
Maryland game. We're in good
shape right now, which should
give us an advantage in the post-
season." L,agator has played con-
sistantly well this season for the
Lady Jays, as have Hart, Collins,
and Schmidt on attack.
The Hopkins women's lacrosse

team, which has demonstrated
that it plays better with a large
crowd behind it, resumes play
tomorrow at 11:00 am on the
turf. Following this Spring Fair
weekend here at Homewood, the

Lady Jays will play Notre Dame
on the 18th at 4:00 and Mary
Washington on the 20th under the
lights before going on the road for
their last two regular season
games.

BIA Droppings
by Jim Comolli

The pain, the suffering, the
enless repetition—will the BIA
articles ever end? For your sake
and mine, I sure hope so. Some
people say that the articles go off
on irrelevant tangents (by the
way, artichokes are not irrele-
vant, avocadoes maybe, but
definitely not artichokes) but isn't
the whole damn subject of the ar-
ticles somewhat unimportant. If
you don't think so, then you're
worse off than I (which is pretty
damn sad). Anyway, some
results—track and field was won
by Hollander, the Newman
Knights, and the Dynasty, while
the foosball tournament was con-
quered by Baker, Phi Psi, and
Kappa Sigma. These events are
oh so important as the season
draws to a close and the division
race tightens. Continuing events
include softball (schedule up in
the AC) but not lacrosse (unless
you have your own equipment

because most of ours is gone).
Upcoming next Sunday, April 24,
is the re-scheduled Swinging
Singles Badminton tournament—
sign up this week if you're in-
terested. The weekend after that,
April 30 and May 1, is the
Doubles Tennis Tournament, so
keep that in mind.
Competition is high (a good

state of mind) for the six open
positions on the BIA. Of the 2 ap-
plicants so far, the decision is go-
ing to be a tough one. Applica-
tions are still available in the AC
office for those willing to accept
the challenge. Also up for grabs
soon are the BIA officer positions
and questions are being raised
about competent (or in my case
incompetent) successors.
Nonetheless (I love those transi-
tion words), enjoy Spring Fair
(and all the associated trips) and
call Jim at 235-1615 with any ex-
tra tickets (if you know what I
mean).

Brambling on a subway series
by P. Sean Bramble

A look at what's new during
the past week. . .

I was talking to a friend of
mine, a Yankee fan, who inform-
ed me that Randy Velarde is cur-
rently with the team, although he
hasn't officially been named to
the 24 man roster. Velarde, if you
don't already know, is the
Yankees' prize shortstop pro-
spect, possibly a better prospect
than even Al Leiter (if that's at all
possible.) Anyway, it seems very
likely that Velarde will be join-
ing the Yankees in the very near
future, although it isn't certain
who will be sent to Columbus to
accomodate the rookie. Jay
Buhner will definitely be sent
packing, but only because Jack

Clark comes back today. That
leaves Rafael "triple play" San-
tana as the most likely candidate.
The move would make sense, in-
asmuch as Martin could start the
hot-hitting Bobby Meacham un-
til Velarde got his feet wet. Or,
he could gamble on starting the
rookie every day and keep
Meacham around as the ex-
perienced utility infielder. Either
way, Meacham should definitely
stay instead of Santana, since
Meacham can do everything San-
tana can and a lot of things he
can't, too.

Meanwhile, while the Yankees
dominate the New York sports
headlines, the Mets fluctuate bet-
ween brilliance and mediocrity.
Darling's strong performance
Tuesday reaffirms (in case

anyone forgot) that the Mets still
possess a sterling rotation, and
Darryl Strawberry has become a
one-man Panzer, obliterating any
and every pitcher in his way. But
I do wish Davey Johnson would
correct a couple of matters. First
of all, I do not understand why he
doesn't give a full time job to Tim
Teufel. Sure, Wally Backman hits
right-handed pitchers (.272 last
year), but Teufel hit them even
better (.284) and only solidified
a claim to the fulltime second
base job by whomping the lefties.
Teufel's no glove, but Backman
isn't exactly Bobby Grich out
there. I would think, in order to
promote a stable double play
combination, Davey should stick
with Teufel and get him fully ac-
quainted with Elster, or Jeffries,

or whomever the Mets want to
make their shortstop for the next
ten years.
Secondly, I wish someone

would take Lenny "Nails"
Dykstra aside and explain to him
exactly what is expected of him.
In 1986, Lenny hit about as clutch
a home run as you'll ever see---
my apologies to Dave Henderson,
in case he's reading this---and ap-
parently decided since that time
to become the next Andre
Dawson. The result? In 1987,
although his power did increase
somewhat, the gain was no more
than offset by his shriveled on-
base percentage. Someone should
tell him that, as the Mets leadoff
man, it's up to him to set the table
for the other guys.
Closer to home, I will admit to

receiving a bistle of flak over
That Team. But that common
query ("How about those O's?")
really doesn't bother me; in fact,
I would now respond that they're
looking better than before. OK,
OK, they still haven't won their
first game through this Wednes-
day, but I truly believe Frank
Robby can't but help. He'll get
the entire roster involved, but
more importantly he'll be asking
a lot more of the players than the
pathetic effort they've shown. Cal
Sr.'s likeability doesn't cover for
the fact that the man couldn't
motivate his men.
THIS WEEK'S TRIVIA

QUESTION: Before Roger Craig
arrived, who were the last two
managers to guide the San Fran-
cisco Giants to winning seasons?
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(Campus tiattz

Interested in theater? Outlet Is meeting

6-8 p.m in the Little Theater on April 21

Newcomers always welcome.

The King is back! See Godzilla in in-

vasion of the Astros, Monday, April 18

at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. in the LV Room.

Presented by the NSA.

Attention! The Office of Admissions in-

vites all SAC groups, club sports, and

Greek organizations to the annual

open house for accepted students. The

dates for the program this year are April

21 and 22. In the morning prospective
students and their parents will meet with

faculty members. The afternoon from

1:00 to 2:30 is set aside for them to
meet with you, the current students.

Please contance Corey Cunningham,
Assistant Director of Admissions at X
8171

Orientation '88! Applications for STU-
DENT ADVISOr are due in the Office
of Residential Life by 5:00 PM on TUES-
DAY, APRIL 19. Also, TEAM LEADER

applications are due by 500 PM on

WEDNESDSAY, APRIL 20. Applica-
tions are now available in the Office of

Residential Life and will not be ac-
cepted after the deadlines.

The Bridge Club will meet Tuesday
night at 8-00 in the AMR II Snack Bar.

Anyone interested is welcome to attend.
Beginner and Intermediate lessons
given. NOTE: Last meeting will be on
April 26.

The Americas Cup? Try Sailing Club.
Meeting on Tuesday at 630 p.m. in

Conference Room B. Any questions call

Anne Skala at 243-0878.

Balkan Dance Party Sunday April 24,

8-11 p.m. The Great Hall in Levering.
Live music. Small donation requested
at door. For more info call Robin at

366-2742. Sponsored by the Office of

Student Activities.

Anyone interested in entering their dog
in Chester Wickwire's Annual Dog
Show must register by 9:30 a.m. Satur-

day, for Saturday, and 1:30 p.m. Sun-
day. for Sunday

Are you interested in the PEACE
CORPS? Call 338-8188 or stop by the
Office of the Chaplain in Levering Hall
for information about a 10-15 week in-

ternship. Applications must be return-

ed to the office by April 25th.

A FORUM ON ABORTION: RIGHTS
AND RESPONSIBILITIES will be held
on Monday, April 18 in Gilman 110.
Sheila Whararn, Maryland Right to Life,
and The Rev. Gloria Albrecht of Brown
Memorial Park Avenue United
Presbyterian Church will speak. The
Hopkins Catholic Community and the

Office of the Chaplain are sponsors of

this event

RUGBY: Practice times until the end of

the semester are Mondays &
Wednesdays at 5 PM, Fridays at 3 PM,
and Sundays at 1 PM. Meet in front of

Garland. We meet for Nighttime Securi-

ty at the Union Desk in Levering at 9
PM on Friday and Saturday. Game this

Saturday vs. York, Pa. Further details
at practice this Friday on BIA fields.

The Young Democrats present a
Forum on U.S.—Soviet Relations, Dr.

Steven R. David, associate professor
of political science will be discussing the
INF treaty on Thursday, April 21st at 7
P M. in the Glass Pavilion.
Refreshments will be served.

The Outdoors Club will have a meeting
Wed., April 20 at 8:30 pm in the
Arellano Theater (LN Room). We will

have Club Officers elections and a cav-
ing slide show by Lee Shang.

In honor of Israel's 40th Anniversary

of lndependance, The Johns Hopkins

Jewish League presents Search for

Faith a film that shows religions in Israel

and their interactions. Wednesday, April

27 in the Jewish Students Center, bot-

tom floor of AMR I.

The Classics Students Association

and the Department of Classics proudly

announce the 2nd Annual James W.

Poulting Lecture in Classics and

Historical Linguistics William F. Wyatt

of Brown Univ. will speak on "The

Digamma in Homer" on Friday, April

22 in the Garrett Room of the MSE at

5 p.m. Reception to follow

ATTENTION SOPHOMORE AND

JUNIOR PREMEDS: Applications are

still being accepted for Alpha Epsilon

Delta, the premed honor society. Forms

are available in Pat Powers' office (103

Merryman). Deadline in Monday. April

18 at 5:00 p.m., so hurry!

Felafel! Dancing! Movies! Fun! Join

the JSA in celebrating Israel's 40th An-

niversary at Spirit of Israel Night, Wed,
April 20 at 8 p.m in AMR I Multi-

Purpose Room. Admission is $2. Cat

Brenda at 889-7872 for details.

You are cordially invited to a Recep-
tion to honor students, agencies, super-
visors, and supporters of the Institute's
Mayor's Fellowhip Program and Cur-
riculum for Political Leadership. Thurs-
day, April 21, 5-6:30 p.m. ABC Room,
Hopkins Club.

Homewood TV Presentation, APL Col-

loquium Topic: Did The World Begin?
Speaker. Alan Sandage, Johns
Hopkins/CalTech. Friday, April 15 at 2

p m. in ITV Classroom, MD 214.

Lyceum: Why Am I Being Educated.

Discussion on purpose of formal educa-

tion, art of listening, art of looking, art

of learning, awakening of intelligence,

what is a whole person, thought and its

appropriate use. Speaker: Mark Lee,

Administrator, The Krishnamurti Foun-

dation of American. Monday. April 18

at 5 p.m. in Glass Pavdion

The Coffee Shop Outside Gilman will

be open Sunday and Monday from

830 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. Be sure to sup-

port this effort. Groups interested in sell-

ing other weeknights please contact

Danny at 243-6630 or leave a note in

the Catholic community SAC carrel.

Every Thursday night is Newman

night You've heard about it, now be

sure to drop by. Dinner starts at 6 p.m

Discussion at 7 p.m Address is 2941

N Charles St.

The Catholic Faith Inventory (CFI) of-

fers a unique chance to reflect upon

one's faith. Fr. Bob Michele of Newman

House offers the CFI and follow-up
meetings if desired. Interested? Call Fr.

Bob at 889-4528 or drop by Newman

House, 2941 N. Charles St to pick one
up

Tonight! See Laputa, a film by Miyazaki

Hayao, a director who has been prais-

ed by no less than Steven Spielberg,

for having made "the best ac-

tion/adventure films ever—animated or

otherwise." At 8 p.m. in MD 110.

Peer Counselors: There will be an im-

portant general business meeting this

Sunday at 8:30 p.m in the AMR I

multipurpose room. We will be holding

elections, so please try to attend. Any

question. call Vicki.

Where's the Band? Homecoming is

next week and our spring concert is on

April 30, so please come to rehearsals!

The Comic Book Club has bags and
40 percent discounts on subscriptions.

Come to our meeting, Tues, Conf Rm

A, 6.30 p.m.. to find out more.

HopSFAanatic is done, complete,
finite!!! Come to a HopSFA meeting,

every Thurs, Little Theater. 8 p.m.. to
pick up yours

Seniors: Don't miss your last chance

to make the yearbook. Senior informals
will be taken April 21 and 22 on the

lower quad and books will be for sale

It seems unbelievable', but YES! The
Undergraduate Reading Series

presents Louis Redd, Tim Kreider, and

Scott McGough this coming Monday at

7:30 in the Little Theater. Poetry, Fic-

tion. and refreshments will be served.

Tickets! Tickets! Tickets! Now on sale

at the Student Union while supplies last.

Tickets for the Barnstormer Show A

Funny Thing Happened on the Way to

the Forum, a Stephen Sondheim

musical comedy. Shows are at 7 p.m.

on April 15 and 23; 8 p.m. on April 16,

17, 22, and 24. All seats are $3 in ad-

vance and $4 at the door Perfor-

mances are in the Arellano Theater For
more information, call Mike or Jim at
235-9441

Blood Drive: Extended hours Tuesday,
April 19, 8:30 to 4:45. Wednesday, 8:30
to 2.15. Free Domino's Pizza. In the
Glass Pay. Call x8052 for appts, info.

Senior
Infor als

will be taken
Thursday and Friday

April 21 and 22

Look for posters
around campus!

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.

At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed— in college and in life.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officers commission when
you graduate from college

Army ROTC Camp Challenge It may be
just what you need to reach the top

Lit
ID
ctimull

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TARE.



********************.***********************
Olie Gala TI.Ithertu '88 Otti3

Win Certificates For a Case of Olympia
and $10 Worth of good 'Ole American Apple Pie

jw
A nstructions: Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Liberty '88 is under way. That's right

4 'zlings, Spring Fair is here!! For you first-timers to this event, enjoy it. It's fun

and fattening. You'll all have a blast. This week's quiz, as in the past, deals

with this week's fair. Simply answer the questions and get them to the News-Letter

Independence Hall (Home of Richard 'Liberty' Bell), by Wednesday the twentieth

of the fourth month in the Year of Our Lord MCMLXXXVIII, at seventeen chimes.

AAl eysults: Yes, 
off 

thte QM wtastanrtot 

Yes, the 

thlasto w, eeke. 0Yesfu, iheyhas Ca ailifser..Y. Yes, thei a

And yes, the word yes has been used too often in this paragraph. So on to

the business at hand. The winner of last week's quiz is 'zling Barbara The Bar-

barian Becker. You certainly knew your Yukk-history. The answers were: 1) The

Bambino, the Sultan of Swat, the Keg on Stilts, the Babe himself, George Herman

Ruth (a former Yankee I might add): 2) Billie Holliday; 3) Edgar Allan Poe; 4)

John Waters; 5) H. L. Mencken; 6) Michael Tucker; 7) Frank Zappa; 8) Pam Shriver;

9) Thurgood Marshall; 10) Divine; 11) David Byrne; 12) Wallis Simpson; 13) Mug-

gsy Bogues; 14) Rick Ocasek; 15) Alger Hiss; 16) Brooks Robinson; 17) Johnny

Unitas. Whew.

VI.S.: First and foremost congratulations

McCarthy and Flory Ware. Good luck

A special QM Hi y'all to the swarm

weekend. We couldn't do it without you!

Oh, and the QM might wake up early this

more often. A very nice sight for sore eyes,

Sob sob, boo hoo. Two more to go. The QM

to follow soon.

Johns

to our future co-Editresses Kathleen

and good news.

of Yukks invading the campus this

week. Seems he wants to see dawn

I might add.

'11 miss you all. Goodbyes (so longs?)

Hopkins U., the Real Lame School
In Baltimore

They're lots of geeks
Who root for the Blue Jays

They stay up late inside the Hut
To get good G.P.A.s

Johns Hopkins U., Johns Hopkins U.
Please give us all more A's

We want to go to
Good grad-schools

And earn really high pays.

*Sung to the tune of America the Beautiful

bad;

See Campus Notes

Inside Back Cover.

Sponsored by:
EMU 's Supermarket i) fiquers
3117 St. Paul St. 3109 St. Paul St.

889-1558 243-0221

1. Name all 13 colonies.
2. Name the first colony.
3. When was the Declaration of Independence signed?
4. Who signed the DO! first?
5. When was the Constitution first signed?
6. Who signed both ,the DOI and the Constitution?
7. What was Paul Revere's profession?
8. Who wrote Paul Revere's Ride?
9. Who wrote the Federalist Papers?
10. Who killed the chief author of question 9?
11. Who was the first to die in the Revolution?
12. Name the only repealed amendment.
13. Where did Gen. Cornwallis surrender?
14. What two leaders died on the DO/'s 50th anniversary?
15. Name the last surviving signer of DO!?

Bonus: What was #15's affiliation with JHU?
Bonus II: Who hit the "Shot Heard 'Round the World"?
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